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Executive Summary  

 
Safety edge is a paving detail for Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) pavement that calls for 

constructing the outside pavement edge at a 30-35 degree angle slope to mitigate the 

impact of pavement-edge drop-offs. Drop-offs can occur over the life of the pavement 

as the aggregate material adjacent to the pavement settles, erodes, or is worn away.  

This pavement-edge drop-off creates problems after a vehicle drifts off the pavement 

and drops onto the unpaved surface and tries to re-enter the roadway.  While 

attempting to steer back on to the pavement, the tires can start to rub against the 

vertical edge of the pavement, causing tire-scrubbing.  Drivers attempting to return 

immediately to the paved roadway can over-steer and lose control of their vehicle 

because of the tire scrubbing.   Constructing a sloped pavement edge requires use of a 

“shoe” that is attached to the HMA paving machine and forms the sloped safety edge 

during normal paving operations.  Use of the safety edge was required by specification 

on twelve pilot HMA overlay projects in Wisconsin in 2012. The Construction and 

Materials Support Center (CMSC) was retained to evaluate the constructability of the 

safety edge on the pilot projects.  Questionnaires were developed for the WisDOT or 

consultant project management staff and the contractor’s project managers and/or 

paving foremen to complete regarding construction aspects of the safety edge.  In 

addition several projects were visited to observe the construction operations first hand 

and measure the slope angle of the constructed edge.   Numerous photos of the safety 

edge units, the paving operation, rolling of the mat, and the placement of the safety 

edge for each project are available, but not included in the report.  Also, a field review of  

safety edge overlay projects constructed in 2010 and 2011 was conducted to observe 

the pavement and shoulder material condition after one or two years.   

 

There was no negative impact on the paving operation at the twelve 2012 project 

locations due to the safety edge unit.  Either one of two types of commercially available 

“shoes” or a shop fabricated shoe were used on the projects and there was minimal 

difference in performance of the final constructed safety edge.  There was a wide range 

of constructed slope angles on the projects.  The mean average slope angle 

measurement for the single lift projects or the binder lift of the two lift projects was 

33.7 degrees. While the mean average slope angle measurements on the surface lift of 

the two lift projects was 35.1 degrees. These average measurements are within the 

desired range of 30 to 35 degrees recommended by FHWA and the WisDOT specified 

range of 29 to 40 degrees.  Nuclear density test results showed adequate compaction 

was being achieved at the paved shoulder, but it was slightly lower than that achieved in 
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the middle of the driving lane with no apparent effect on the compaction from the 

safety edge feature.   

Recommendations regarding the paving and rolling operations are provided that will 

help project personnel and contractors achieve the desired safety edge slope.   

At the 2010 and 2011 safety edge projects, the aggregate shoulder material has 

remained in place with only minimal displacement or washing away of the aggregate 

after either one or two years. Using the WisDOT Maintenance Compass program 

definition, none of the 2010 or 2011  projects are currently  considered “deficient”.  
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Constructability Review 

of 

The Safety Edge Construction Technique  

Year 2  

2012 WisDOT Pilot Projects 

 

Safety Edge Background 

The USDOT Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) through its Every Day Counts initiative is 

recommending that State Highway Agencies (SHAs) adopt a Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) paving 

construction technology called Safety Edge.  Safety edge is a paving detail that consolidates the 

pavement edge into a 30-degree angle to mitigate pavement-edge drop-offs. 

The FHWA notes that one cause of roadway departure crashes, particularly on rural two-lane 

highways with unpaved shoulders, is vertical pavement-edge drop-offs.  The drop-offs occur 

over the life of the pavement as the materials adjacent to the pavement settles, erodes, or is 

worn away.  This pavement-edge drop-off creates problems after a vehicle drifts off the 

pavement and drops onto the unpaved surface and tries to re-enter the roadway.  While 

attempting to steer back on to the pavement, the tires can start to rub against the vertical edge 

of the pavement, causing tire-scrubbing.  Drivers attempting to return immediately to the 

paved roadway can over-steer and lose control of their vehicle.  The Wisconsin Department of 

Transportation (WisDOT) attempts to mitigate this drop-off by grading the adjacent unpaved 

material so that it is flush with the top of the pavement.  However, frequent maintenance is 

required due to recurring issues of settling material, tire wear and shoulder material erosion.  

FHWA contends that an effective and inexpensive counter-measure to pavement edge drop-

offs is to construct the pavement initially with an angled edge.  Their studies have shown that 

providing a 30-degree angled edge eliminates tire-scrubbing, making the pavement edge safer 

for drivers and cyclists.   

The relative degree of safety for each edge shape was based on an average of subjective ratings 

by 4 drivers with varying driver skills from professional to novice driving 3 sizes of sedans and a 

pick-up truck (tires from 12” to 15”) at speeds of 35, 45, and 55 mph. The research was 

published in TRB 10th State of the Art Report Influence of Roadway Surface Discontinuities on 

Safety, May 2009 (CIRCULAR E-C134). As a result of the field demonstrations it was found that a 

30 degree edge profile was easier to construct and had better performance than a 45o edge.  
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However, the 45o edge angle still produced a reasonably safe edge and was much preferable to 

a 90 o vertical edge.    

Constructing such a 30 degree edge requires use of a “shoe” that is attached to the HMA paving 

machine that forms the Safety Edge during normal paving operations.  As the HMA paving 

material extrudes from the paver, the shoe forms a consolidated pavement edge at the 

appropriate shape and angle.  There are several commercially available shoes that can be 

adapted to various HMA pavers.  A list of manufacturers was provided in Appendix H of the 

WisDOT 2011 Safety Edge Constructability Review Report. 

The Federal Highway Administration has established a safety edge web site in order to collect 

and provide pertinent information on the safety edge technique. The web site address is 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/everydaycounts/technology/safetyedge/intro.cfm. The web site 

includes an introduction to the safety edge and its’ safety advantages, case studies, frequency 

asked questions and answers, related publications, brochures, videos, and resources.       

The FHWA “Every Day Counts” web site referred to in the previous paragraph includes Field 

Reports for nine HMA overlay projects constructed in 2010 using the safety edge feature, 

including a Wisconsin project on STH 55 in Menominee County.   

The following 2011 & 2012 sources also include information on the safety edge feature used on 

HMA overlay projects: 

 

1) Wisconsin Transportation Information Center, Crossroads Newsletter, “Closer Look at 

the Safety Edge”, Winter 2011 

http://epdfiles.engr.wisc.edu/pdf_web_files/tic/crossroads/xrds_2011_1.pdf 

 

 2) FHWA “Safety Edge Design and Construction Guide”, January 2012 

 http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/everydaycounts/technology/safetyedge/designconst/se_des_ gde.pdf 

 

 3) WisDOT “Constructability Review of the Safety Edge Construction Technique: 2011 

 WisDOT Pilot Projects”, December 2011  

 http://cmsc.engr.wisc.edu/2011-safety-edge-final-report-3-12-12.pdf 

  

 4) Midwest Transportation Consortium, “Evaluation of Safety Edge Benefits in Iowa”, 

 March 2011 

 http://www.intrans.iastate.edu/reports/safety_edge_benefits_w_cvr.pdf 

 

 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/everydaycounts/technology/safetyedge/intro.cfm
http://epdfiles.engr.wisc.edu/pdf_web_files/tic/crossroads/xrds_2011_1.pdf
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/everydaycounts/technology/safetyedge/designconst/se_des_
http://cmsc.engr.wisc.edu/2011-safety-edge-final-report-3-12-12.pdf
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Project Scope 
 

The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) requested that the Construction and 

Materials Support Center (CMSC) at the University of Wisconsin – Madison assist in the 

evaluation of the second year of a pilot program for construction of the safety edge in 

Wisconsin.  The scope of the project in Year 2 involved obtaining information on twelve WisDOT 

projects constructed in 2012 to document how the contractor constructed the safety edge, 

what equipment modifications were required, if there were any construction problems 

encountered, and how successful they were in construction the recommended 30-degree 

angled edge.  Information on the projects was obtained by conducting field reviews during 

paving operations on eleven projects and having project management personnel complete a 

survey.  Contractor’s personnel were asked to complete surveys at the end of the paving 

operations for all twelve projects.  In addition, a field review was done at the two WisDOT 

safety edge projects constructed in 2010 and the five projects constructed in 2011 to observe 

the condition of the shoulder material adjacent to the pavement edge. 

The twelve WisDOT projects involve in the 2012 pilot effort were distributed among the five 

WisDOT Regions and represented reconstruction projects, preventative maintenance projects, 

and 3R overlay projects.  Locations, features and details for each of the pilot projects are shown 

in Table 1. 

 

Project Objectives 

 
The objectives of the study were as follows: 

 

1.  Evaluate Constructability of Safety Edge Technique    

 

 Based on observations and comments from the project engineer and paving contractor 

representatives, determine the ease of installing the safety edge feature on a HMA overlay 

project.    

 

2. Identify Performance Requirements     

 

Recommend installation requirements for the safety edge feature that should be included 

in special provisions for future projects that include the safety edge related to tangent 

sections, curvilinear sections with super elevation transitions, variable thicknesses and 

number of lifts, pavement density, safety edge density, impact on ride, and other variables.   
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3. Recommend Language for Future Performance Specifications     

 

Special Provisions and Detail Drawings used on the twelve 2012 safety edge projects are 

included in the Appendix. Based on observations of these projects and comments by the 

project engineers and paving contractor’s representative, develop recommendations for 

future specifications.  

 

4. Observe Safety Edge Projects Constructed in 2010 and 2011 

 

Inspect the condition of the previously installed safety edge feature on HMA overlay 

projects located in the five WisDOT Regions for the shoulder drop off, exposed slope 

surface of the safety edge, and the condition of the pavement and safety edge surface.       
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Region County Project I.D. # STH # Project Limits Project 

Length (mi.) 
A.D.T.  Project Type  Existing 

Pavement 
HMA Mix 

Design 
Overlay 

Thickness 
(inches) 

Paving 
Contractor 

Safety Edge 
Device 

SE Walworth 1320-12-60 11 STH 120- 
CTH DD 

3.237 5,800 
(2011) 

Preventive 
Maintenance with 

milling 2" of 
existing surface  

HMA 12.5mm E3 
(surface) 

2 (surface) Payne & Dolan Trans Tech 
Systems 

"Shoulder 
Wedge 
Maker" 

SE Racine 2240-00-67 36 STH 20-CTH Y 5.904 13,300 
(north 
end) 

(2012); 
15,700 
(south 
end) 

(2012) 

Preventive 
Maintenance with 

milling 2" of 
existing surface  

HMA  12.5mm E3 
(surface) 

2 (surface) Payne & 
Dolan* 

Carlson 
Paving 

Products 
"Safety 

Edge End 
Gate" 

SE Washington 4010-05-70 144 West Bend-
N.C.L. 

8.373 4,500 
(south 
end)-
7,500 
(north 
end) 

(2010) 

Resurfacing with 
profile milling of 
existing surface 

HMA over 
concrete 

19mm E3 
(binder); 

12.5mm E3 
(surface) 

3 (binder) 
(2011);              

1 3/4 (surface) 
(2012) 

Payne & 
Dolan* 

Carlson 
Paving 

Products 
"Safety 

Edge End 
Gate" 

SW Grant 5035-00-72 80 Platteville-
Montfort 

13.00 +/- 2,900 
(2012) 

Reconditioning 
with pulverizing 

of existing surface   

HMA 19mm E1 
Warranty 
(binder);       
12.5 E1 

Warranty 
(surface);    

2 (binder);          
3/4-1 (scratch 

coat);              
1 3/4 (surface) 

Iverson 
Construction 

(Mathy) 

Shop 
fabricated 
by Mathy  

SW Dane 5926-00-61 92 Mt. Horeb-Mt. 
Vernon 

5.216 1,310 
(2011)  

Resurfacing with 
2” profile milling 

of existing 
surface  

HMA 12.5mm E 0.3 
(binder & 
surface)           

WMA 

1 3/4 (binder);   
1 3/4 (surface) 

Payne & Dolan Carlson 
Paving 

Products 
"Safety 

Edge End 
Gate" 

NE Oconto 9180-18-71 22 Gillet-Oconto 
Falls 

8.156 6,900 
(2010) 

Reconditioning 
with pulverizing 

of existing surface   

HMA 19mm E3 
(binder); 

12.5mm E3 
(surface)  

2 1/2 
(leveling);           

2 1/4 (binder);       
1 3/4 (surface) 

Northeast 
Asphalt* 

Carlson 
Paving 

Products 
"Safety 

Edge End 
Gate" 
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NE Marinette 1491-11-71 USH 
141 

Amberg-
Beecher 

6.485 6,000 
(2012) 

Resurface with 
pulverizing of 

existing surface  

HMA 19mm E3 
(binder); 

12.5mm E3 
(surface) 

3 (binder);           
2 (surface) 

Northeast 
Asphalt* 

Carlson 
Paving 

Products 
"Safety 

Edge End 
Gate" 

TABLE 1: 2012 Safety Edge Projects-Locations and Features  
Region County Project I.D. # STH # Project 

Limits 
Project 
Length 
(mi.) 

A.D.T.  Project Type  Existin
g 

Pavem
ent 

HMA Mix 
Design 

Overlay Thickness 
(inches) 

Paving 
Contractor 

Safety Edge Device 

NC Langlade 1602-10-60 USH 45 Antigo-
Monico 

8.342 4,600 
(2012)  

Preventive 
Maintenance 

with milling 2" 
of existing 

surface  

HMA 12.5mm E3 
(surface) 

1 3/4 (surface) Northeast 
Asphalt 

Shop fabricated by  
Northeast  Asphalt  

NC Langlade 9650-16-50 47 Neopit-
Antigo 

8.54 1,350 
(2011) 

Preventive 
Maintenance 

with milling 2" 
of existing 

surface  

HMA 12.5mm E3 
(surface) 

1/2 (scratch coat;                  
1 3/4-2 (surface) 

American 
Asphalt* 

Carlson Paving Products  
"Safety Edge End Gate" 

NC Waupaca 6991-00-73 54 Plover-
Waupac

a 

4.61 4,100 
(2012) 

Mill 4" & 
Pulverize 2" 

exiting surface, 
and Overlay  

HMA 19mm E1 
(binder); 

12.5mm E1 
(surface) 

2 1/4 (leveling);       
2 1/4 (binder);      
1 3/4 (surface) 

B.R. Amon & 
Sons 

Shop fabricated  
by Amon 

NW St. Croix 8110-00-73 64 USH 63-
E.C.L. 

N.A. N.A. Resurfacing with 
profile milling of 
existing surface 

HMA 19mm E3 
(binder); 

12.5mm E3 
(surface) 

1 1/2        
(leveling lift) (no 

safety edge) ;              
1 3/4 (surface) 

Monarch 
Paving* 
(Mathy) 

Trans Tech Systems  
"Shoulder Wedge Maker"  

NW Dunn 8630-06-61 170 Wheeler-
Colfax 

6.99 1,300 
(2011) 

Resurfacing with 
profile milling of 
existing surface 

HMA 19mm E3 
(binder); 

12.5mm E3 
(surface) 

2 1/4 (binder); 1 
3/4 (surface) 

Monarch 
Paving 

(Mathy) 

Trans Tech Systems 
"Shoulder Wedge Maker" 

                                                                                                                                        

TABLE 1: 2012 Safety Edge Projects-Locations and Features (con’t) 

*=Crew had Previous Experience w/ Safety Edge Device 
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Field Review Approach 

 
Information obtained for each of the twelve Year 2 pilot projects during the field reviews 

included the following information: 

 

1. Asphalt Mix Design.   

 

Copies of the asphalt mix design forms for each project were collected from the project 

engineers and filed. 

 

2. Project Engineer and Contractor‘s Questionnaires.   

 

Questionnaires were developed by the study team for use on the project.  Project personnel 

from the WisDOT or consulting engineering firms managing the projects and the 

contractor’s project managers and/or paving foremen were asked to complete a safety edge 

project questionnaire upon the completion of the mainline paving operations. 

 

3. Observations and Photos.  

 

Eleven project sites were visited (STH 11, STH 22, STH 47, STH 54, STH 64, STH 80, STH 92, 

STH 144, STH 170, USH 45, and USH 141) to observe the paving operation and the safety 

edge feature. Photos were taken of the safety edge unit, the paving and rolling operation, 

and the installed safety edge feature. The project engineer on the other project (STH 36) 

was requested to closely observe the paving operation and safety edge feature, record his 

observations on the project engineer’s questionnaire, make safety edge slope angle 

measurements, and obtain photos of the operation to provide to the author. 

 

4. Field Testing 

  

a) Nuclear density testing on the in-place binder and surface lift was performed at the 

standard location in the middle of the traveled lane by the contractor (QC readings) 

and the WisDOT, or consultant staff (QV readings).  At projects with paved 

shoulders, additional nuclear density tests were performed at the middle of the 

paved shoulder by the contractor (QC), and the WisDOT or consultant  

        representative (QV). 

 

b) Slope angle measurements were obtained for the safety edge on the binder lift and 

the surface lift both before and after the breakdown roller passed over the HMA 

pavement. A straight edge and wooden ruler were used to measure the vertical and 

horizontal dimensions of the safety edge feature. The slope angle was then 
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calculated using these measurements. Slope angle measurements were subjective 

based on the location of the starting point of the safety edge at the outside edge of 

the traveled lane and at the low point of the safety edge slope as selected by the 

various inspectors performing the measurement.  

    

c) International Roughness Index (IRI) ride measurements were obtained for the 

projects by WisDOT staff using a high speed profiler but data was not collected for 

the 2012 projects. Refer to the Year 1 safety edge report (Refer to the Safety Edge 

Background section for a link to the Year 1 final report) for ride measurements 

collected for the 2011 projects. 

 

5. Review of 2010 & 2011 Safety Edge Projects  

 

             Safety edge projects on STH 47 & STH 55 paved in 2010 and projects on USH 2, STH 13,   

STH 42, STH 69, and STH 73 paved in 2011 were inspected. The shoulder drop off and 

length of the exposed sloped surface of the safety edge were measured. Photos were      

taken of the condition of the safety edge and shoulder material.         

 

Field Review Findings and Observations 

 
A summary of the findings from the field reviews and contractors comments are provided 

below. 

 

1. Field Review Findings  

 

a) Asphalt Mix Design Information from the asphalt mix design form for each project is 

included in Table 1: 2012 Safety Edge Projects-Locations and Features. 

  

b)  Project Engineer and Contractor’s representative comments provided on the 

questionnaire can be found in Appendix B.  Contractor’s questionnaires were not 

returned for the STH 11, STH 22, STH 36, STH 47, and USH 45 projects. For some 

projects, the contractor’s representative stated that they had submitted a completed 

questionnaire for a 2010 or 2011 safety edge project.  A summary of new comments 

that varied from comments collected from the 2011 projects questionnaires follows. In 

some cases, lengthy comments from some projects are not repeated here but can be 

find in Appendix B. 

 

Project Engineers Questions and Comments (Based on questionnaires returned from 

twelve projects)   
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1) Ease of installation and start up issues?  

 Device was easy to install in less than one hour. There were either none or 

 minimal start up issues on all projects.  

 

2) Any negative impact?  

 Minimal negative impact on eleven projects-roller operation at edge, additional 

 cost of material, additional set up time and paving time, and adjustment of 

 paving width. Additional comments from STH 54 project (Refer to Appendix B).      

3) Any segregation of the bituminous material?   

 None observed on ten projects. On one project, segregation did occur in the 

 safety edge with larger stone rolling downward leaving the fine stone. On one 

 project, slope of the safety edge could have been compacted better.      

4) Any adjustments of the screed or paver required?   

 None reported on eight projects.  Could have been used in super elevated 

 sections (STH 11).  Periodic adjustments by screed operator (STH 170). Additional 

 detailed comments from STH 92 & STH 54 projects (Refer to Appendix B)   

5) Observations of material compaction or consolidation at safety edge?  

 No issues observed on six projects. Longitudinal cracking did occur due to the 2” 

 paving thickness of the overlay in some areas were the shoulder prep was not 

 wide enough (STH 11). Safety edge did not maintain its shape after compacted 

 due to 2” thickness of overlay (STH 36). Additional comments from STH 144, STH 

 92, STH 47, and STH 170 projects (Refer to Appendix B).   

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of safety edge?  

 No issues observed on three projects. Some deviation due to roller operation 

 (STH 144). The safety edge was not always the same; the slope was consistent 

 but the distance from the end of the slope to the base material varied (STH 47). 

 Six percent shoulder slope made construction of the safety edge less consistent 

 (STH 64). Additional comments from STH 11, STH 80, STH 92, STH 54, USH 45, 

 and USH 141 projects (Refer to Appendix B).          

7) Observations of density and air voids adjacent to the edge?  

 No issues observed on any of the twelve projects.  

8) Any effect on project material yield?  

 No major effect reported on any of twelve projects. Words used to describe 

 effect included “negligible”, “increased due to extra width”, “1-2% over project 

 estimate”, “not out of line”, “minimal”, “barely noticeable”, and “minor 

 increase”.    

9) Any negative impact on placement of gravel shoulders?   

 None reported on any of the twelve projects.    

10) Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge?   

 Yes reported on eleven projects (shoulder material had not been placed on the 

 other project). Some noted that it was too soon to tell.  
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11) Overall impression of the safety edge?  

 Safety edge may work better on projects with a thick overlay or multiple lifts 

 (STH 36). Will function as designed to improve safety or similar comment (STH 

 144, STH 80, USH 45, STH 22, STH 170). Too soon to tell (STH 47). Further 

 experience with installation will improve placement of the safety edge (STH 170). 

 Additional lengthy comments from STH 11, STH 92, STH 54,  

        USH 141, and STH 64 projects (Refer to Appendix B)     

12) Suggestions for safety edge specifications on future projects?   

 The shoe should extend as far, or further, than the lift and be adjustable to allow 

 adjustments in the field (STH 11). Do not specify the safety edge on mill and 

 overlay projects (STH 36). Include list of approved safety edge devices in the 

 project special provisions  

        (STH 64). Specify pavement base width in plan and develop compaction 

 procedure or improvements for roller operation at safety edge (STH 170). 

 Additional lengthy comments from STH 80, STH 92, STH 54, and USH 141 projects 

 Refer to Appendix B).      

13) Recommendations for inspectors on future safety edge projects?  

     Check the safety edge slope angle after rolling (STH 144). Be present when  

 paving operation first  starts to endure safety edge is what is wanted (USH 45).  

 Make sure that enough material is getting to the safety edge device so that the  

 safety edge is completely filled (STH 22). Inspect the safety edge frequently for  

 consistency (STH 64 & STH 170). Watch for the safety edge becoming too thick or 

 thin and make adjustments (STH 170). Additional lengthy comments from STH  

 11, STH 92, STH 54, STH 47, and USH 141 projects (Refer to Appendix B).                                        

14) List three keys to constructing a successful safety edge?  

 Placement, rolling, and angle (STH 144). Width, slope and compaction (STH 80), 

 Work with the contractor, desired slope, and compaction (USH 45). Properly 

 constructed base course, keeping enough material at the edge of the screed to 

 fill in the safety edge, and care taken during the rolling operation (STH 22). Using 

 a proper safety edge device, having the device properly adjusted, and a 

 consistent rolling pattern (STH 64). Proper safety edge device, monitoring of 

 safety edge installation, and communication on expectations with contractor 

 (STH 170). Additional lengthy comments from STH 11, STH 92, STH 54, and USH 

 141 projects (Refer to Appendix B).                  

 

Paving Contractor’s Comments (Based on questionnaires returned from seven   

projects)       

 

1) Additional project costs considered when bidding project?  
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None or minimal costs reported for five projects. Decreased tons per hour paving 

production by 2% (STH 92). Additional crew time and replacement costs (STH 

170).   

2) Time required to install safety edge unit?   

 Estimated from five minutes to one hour (depending on safety edge device) 

 reported from seven projects.    

3) Ease of installing safety edge unit?  

 “Easy” reported by four projects. Exchange side plates and four bolts (STH 144). 

 Moderate difficulty-four bolts per side (STH 92).  

              Not bad once paver set up (USH 141).       

4) Where and how is safety edge unit installed on paver?  

 No modifications-four bolts on end plate of extension (STH 144). Bolted to 

 (paver) extension (STH 80). Safety Edge device replaces side plate by removing 

 four bolts and installing device (STH 92). 

        Attached to screed with two bolts (STH 54). Removed side plate to bolt on a     

              new  side plate with the device attached (USH 141). Safety Edge device  

             clamped to gate with no modifications to paver (STH 64). Drilled holes into    

             paver extension and  mounted device in corner of extension (STH 170).  

5) Paver and safety edge used on project?  

 Blow-Knox 3200 (STH 144, STH 92). Cedar Rapids (STH 80, STH 64, STH 170). CAT 

 (STH 54). Volvo (USH 141). Refer to Table 1 for safety edge manufactures.   

6) Any negative impact on the paving operation?   

 None reported for six projects.  The criteria for acceptance and inspection of the 

 safety edge created difficulties. Had to make adjustments on the fly. Extra labor 

 involved. Had to remove device at intersections (STH 54).  

7) Any modifications to the safety edge unit during paving operations?  

 None reported for four projects. Kept the lead edge higher to increase pressure 

 on the side plate to help to keep the shape and angle of the safety edge  

 (STH 92). Constant adjustments (STH 54). Just at the start (of paving) to set the 

 correct angle (USH 141).     

8) Any situations where the safety edge had to be removed or disengaged?  

 None reported for three projects. At intersections, driveways, turn lanes, tapers 

 (STH 80, STH 92, USH141).  

9) Any segregation of bit. material?  

 None reported for seven projects. 

10) Does device require vertical adjustment of the screed?  

 None reported for six projects. Yes reported for one project. 

11) Difficult to maintain the desired shape of the safety edge?  

 No reported for four projects. Yes reported for two projects (STH 54, STH 64). 

 Difficult to maintain angle when rolling, especially on the lower lift paved on 

 gravel base (STH 92).  
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12) Any difference in the consolidation of the material in the safety edge?  

 None reported for seven projects.  

13) Any affect the paving production rate?  

 None reported on six projects. Yes reported for one project (STH 54). 

14) Any impact on the ride quality?  

 None reported on five projects. Only if the mat gets thin and the safety edge 

 “bottoms out” (gravel or binder material) (STH 144, STH 170).   

15) Describe the roller operation?  

  No change from normal rolling pattern (STH 80, STH 54, STH 170). Same roller  

  pattern except stayed 10”-12” from edge on first pass then moved over and  

  rolled edge on second pass (STH 144). When rolling on low side of super elevated 

  sections, it was hard to keep the safety edge shape intact 

        especially on first lift (STH 92). First tried to keep roller 12” away from the edge  

  on first pass but found that it “pushed” the safety edge out. Then switched back  

  to normal rolling pattern and kept roller over the edge with the first pass  

  (USH 141). Used a smaller roller on the paved shoulder area to “lock” the   

  material in place in conjunction with the 6% shoulder slope (STH 64).          

16) Describe how safety edge is installed on thicker overlays? What is the best way to  

       construct the safety edge on multi-lift cross sections?  

  Use on all lifts. Need to add (extra) 5” of width to each lift to get desired finished  

  width (STH 144). 1st lift would be better with a vertical edge and only surface lift  

  would need safety edge (STH 80). Safety edge should only be on the top lift …not 

  the bottom (lift) but make sure that the bottom lift is beyond 8” wider than what 

  you want the finished (lift) to be (STH 92). Installed the safety edge on both lifts,  

  but on future projects with multiple lifts, do not use the safety edge on the first  

  (binder) lift, “wasted” asphalt (USH 141). Used a vertical edge on the first   

  (binder) lift then the safety edge on the surface lift (STH 64). Constructed on  

  each lift so we could pull up the gravel shoulder before the next lift. Using the  

  safety edge after the 1st lift leaves a smoother more uniform edge (STH 170).         

 

2.    Field Review Observations 

 

  Based on the eleven projects visited by the author, the following observations were made.    

  Refer to the project engineer’s survey for comments on the STH 36 project.   

 

a) STH 11. The author was unable to visit the project site during the paving operation but 

did a project visit one week after paving was completed.  The shape of the finished 

safety edge feature was not consistent for the entire project length due to the extreme 

temperatures (90-100 degrees) that occurred during the paving operation, the roller 

operation, and the inconsistent width of the shoulder that varied from 3 feet to 6 feet. A 

field change order was made to widen the paved shoulder width from 3 feet to 6 feet.  
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In many locations, the safety edge did not ride flush with the base material due to the 

wider shoulder. The slope of the safety edge approached 70-80 degrees in many 

locations. Safety edge slope angle measurements were only taken in two locations. 

Visual observations along the project length made it obvious that the slope angle was 

steeper than the specified angle. The pavement edge may have been rolled to soon 

after the asphalt material was placed. The project engineer indicated that the finished 

safety edge was better the 1st and 4th day and not close to the specified slope angle on 

the 2nd and 3rd day of paving.  Refer to the project engineer’s survey for additional 

comments.    

 b)   STH 144. The binder lift was paved in the fall of 2011. Paving of the surface lift    

 consisted of a 17’ width and a 1 ¾” thickness, for a 12’ driving lane and a 5’ wide paved 

 shoulder in 2012. While paving the 17’ width, it was difficult for the paver screed to 

 move enough material to the edge of the paver to create the safety edge feature. If the 

 paver attempted to “push” more material to the edge of the paved surface, the screed 

 would not ride on the binder lift and created a “bumpy” riding surface and affected the 

 ride quality readings. At passing lane locations, a 12’ wide paver was used to pave the 

 passing lane. A better shaped safety edge was created at these locations. At some  

 locations, the hot roller overlapped the edge of the pavement, caused the safety edge 

 to deform, and created a steeper slope on the safety edge.            

  

 c)  STH 80. The paving width of the binder lift and surface lift was 15’ (12’ driving lane and 

 3” shoulder). The screed was able to move an adequate amount of material to the edge 

 of the screed to form the safety edge. The contractor fabricated the safety edge unit in 

 the shop and bolted the unit to the paver screed. Only a limited number of safety edge 

 slope measurements were made by the author and the project engineer were made on 

 the binder lift; this affected the statistical analysis of the measurements. The unit 

 produced a safety edge slope angle between 38 and 40 degrees on the surface lift; more 

 safety edge slope angle measurements were performed on the surface lift. The hot 

 roller operation slightly changed the shape of the safety edge to 40-41 degrees.     

    

c) STH 92.  Finished paved width was 13’ (11’ driving lane and 2’ shoulder).  Performed 

“preshouldering” in order to create a firm base for the 2’ of extra width for the shoulder 

and the safety edge. The contractor used shoulder spreader equipment between the 

milling and paving operations to prepare and compact the base for the shoulder area. 

The safety edge was adjusted to produce a 45 degree slope when the bituminous 

material was placed by the paver. The placement of the safety edge with the surface lift 

matched up with the safety edge placed with the binder lift. After rolling, the final slope 

angle created was in the 30-35 degree range. The project engineer commented that it 

was harder to form the safety edge shape when the overlay thickness was only 1 ¾”. On 

super elevated sections, the safety edge shape at the top of the curve stayed as placed 
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after rolling, but the roller operation pushed the bituminous material “downhill” on the 

low side and deformed the safety edge. The roller pattern was adjusted to leave extra 

time before the pavement edge was rolled creating better results for the final formation 

of the safety edge. 

         

e)   STH 22. Installation of the safety edge feature was added to project by contract change   

 order without any additional cost. Paving crew also paved the USH 141 project. The 

 paved  width was 17’ (12’ driving lane and 5’ shoulder). It was difficult to move an 

 adequate amount of asphalt material to the end of the 17’ paver screed to form the 

 safety edge feature. During paving of the 2nd (binder) lift, fines tended to roll to bottom 

 of safety edge  slope. The project engineer observed that it was not easy to form the 

 safety edge shape when the overlay thickness was only 1 ¾”.    

 

f) USH 141. Paver placed a 12’ wide driving lane and 6’ wide shoulder. Paver placed 

 asphalt to form a 23 degree safety edge slope angle that produced a finished 35-40 

 degree slope angle after the pavement was rolled. At intersections and tapers, a 2nd 

 smaller paver was used with a piece of steel bolted to screed to form the safety edge 

 feature that created a rough slope face surface, then a crew member used a rake to 

 manually form the safety edge. At the four super elevated sections, there were no 

 paving issues with placing the safety edge feature.  

 

g) USH 45. Paver placed a 12’ wide lane with a 3’ wide shoulder. Paver laid a 2” thick single 

 lift to create a finished 1 ¾” thickness. The project engineer mentioned that it was hard 

 to keep the safety edge shape with the finished overlay thickness of 1 ¾”. The shop 

 fabricated safety edge unit produced an acceptable safety edge slope angle that 

 averaged 34 degrees.    

 

h) STH 47. A Carlson safety edge unit was installed on a non Carlson paver. The crew had to 

 cut and weld the unit to make it fit the paver screed. The paved width was 15’ (12’ 

 driving lane and 3’ shoulder). The rolling pattern for the hot roller was not adjusted to 

 maintain the shape of the safety edge placed by the paver. Even thought the paving 

 foreman did not adjust the safety edge unit to adjust the slope angle, the slope angle 

 was an acceptable average of 31 degrees after the hot rolling.  

 

i) STH 54. Paver placed a 12’ wide lane and a 6’ wide shoulder. The safety edge was not 

 placed on the first 2 ¼” thick leveling lift. The paving width of the 2nd (binder) lift  

 was 18’3” with the safety edge to create a firm base for the safety edge on the third 

 (surface) lift. The hot rolling pattern was adjusted to leave the outer 18” to cool before 

 the final pass in order to maintain the safety edge shape.  The safety edge unit used was 

 fabricated in the shop based on a TransTech unit.           
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j) STH 64. The paving crew had previous experience pacing the safety edge on projects in 

 Minnesota. The paver placed a 12’ wide lane (2 degree slope) with a 3’ wide shoulder  

 (6 degree slope). The Trans Tech safety edge unit was held on the screed with clamps 

 and tended to move during the paving operation during the first day of paving.  There 

 was not a crew member on the paver observing the safety edge installation. The safety 

 edge was then bolted onto the screed for the second day of paving according to the 

 paving supervisor. A smaller hot roller was used to roll the shoulder area.  The rolling 

 operation appeared to change the slope angle of the safety edge due to the 6 degree 

 angle of the shoulder. The project visit was during the surface lift paving operation.      

 

k) STH 170.  Same contractor that paved the STH 64 project, but a different crew and 

 paver. The project visit was on the first day of the surface course paving operation. 

 There is no paved shoulder on the project. The binder lift was placed at a 12’ 6” width to 

 provide for a firm base for the safety edge placed with the surface lift. The screed 

 operator was  constantly observing the thickness of the lift and the formation of  the 

 safety edge.        

 

NOTE: For the STH 36 project, refer to the project engineer’s questionnaire summary in the 
Field Review Findings section of the report and Appendix B for observations made by the 
project engineer.  
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3.   Field Test Results  

  
a) A summary of nuclear density testing results is shown in the following Table 2:   

STH Tests 
Performed by 

Test Performed 
on Lift 

Test Location N Mean (%) Std. Dev. Range 

                

11 QC Surface* Driving Lane 40 93.2 1.106 90.7-95.9 

    Surface* Shoulder 30 90.4 1.128 88.1-93.2 

                

36 QC Surface* Driving Lane 16 94.1 1.153 92.2-96.4 

    Surface* Shoulder 21 93.5 1.572 91.1-98.0 

                

144 QC Surface** Driving Lane 34 93.2 0.993 90.7-94.7 

    Surface** Shoulder 22 92.8 1.189 90.2-94.7 

                

  QV Surface** Driving Lane 24 92.8 1.067 91.2-95.4 

    Surface** Shoulder 8 92.5 1.109 90.7-94.0 

                

80 QV Binder Driving Lane  23 91.4 1.068 89.4-94.0 

      Shoulder  10 90.9 0.908 89.5-92.3 

   Surface Driving Lane  31 92.4 1.158 90.4-94.7 

      Shoulder 10  92.0 1.146 90.6-93.9 

                

92 QV Binder Driving Lane 45 94.5 1.574 91.5-97.4 

      Shoulder 10 91.0 1.060 89.5-93.0 

   Surface Driving Lane 46 94.1 0.865 91.5-95.9 

      Shoulder 10 91.9 0.607 90.8-92.9 

                

22 QC Binder/Middle Driving Lane 174  92.8 1.032 90.7-96.6 

     Shoulder 12 91.7 1.075 90.3-93.0 

    Surface Driving Lane  103 92.7 0.966 89.9-95.5 

     Shoulder 26 92.1 1.124 89.2-93.6  

  QV Surface Driving Lane  20 92.1 1.002 90.5-94.1 

              

USH 141  QC Binder Driving Lane 138  92.6 1.789 90.3-97.0 

      Shoulder 92  92.8 1.187 89.6-96.2 

    Surface  Driving Lane  138 93.0 1.148 90.4-96.1 

      Shoulder 92 92.6 1.056 90.0-96.0 

 QV Binder Driving Lane 12 94.0 0.880 92.6-95.6 

     Shoulder 18 94.7 1.238 92.9-96.9 

   Surface  Driving Lane 28 94.1 0.990 92.4-96.0 

     Shoulder 7 94.5 1.219 92.4-96.0 

Table 2: Nuclear Density Test Results 
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STH Tests 
Performed by 

Test Performed 
on Lift 

Test Location N Mean 
(%) 

Std. Dev. Range 

        

USH 45 QC Surface* Driving Lane 21 93.1 1.122 91.0-96.0 

      Shoulder 7 92.3 0.912 90.8-93.2 

  QV Surface* Driving Lane 21 93.2 1.131 91.0-96.0 

      Shoulder 7 92.3 0.875 91.1-93.3 

                

47 QC Surface*  Driving Lane 13 93.8 1.034 92.2-96.6 

      Shoulder  10 92.7 0.640 91.6-93.6 

                

54 QC Binder/Middle Driving Lane 87 93.4 1.147 90.6-96.3 

      Shoulder 6  92.7 0.966 91.3-93.6 

    Surface Driving Lane 119  93.6 1.249 90.6-97.1 

      Shoulder  76 93.0 1.212 90.2-95.7 

  QV Binder/Middle Driving Lane 24 94.1  1.096 92.8-96.3 

      Shoulder  6 92.7 0.966 91.3-93.6 

    Surface Driving Lane 21  94.4 1.271 92.1-97.1  

      Shoulder 12  93.6 0.741 92.7-95.2 

                

64 QC Binder Driving Lane 2  92.4 1.061 92.0-93.1 

      Shoulder 2  92.4 0.566 92.0-92.8 

    Surface Driving Lane  5 93.1 0.391 92.4-93.4 

      Shoulder  3 92.7 0.115 92.6-92.8 

  QV Binder Driving Lane  3 93.0 0.513 92.4-93.4 

      Shoulder  2 93.1 0.141 93.0-93.2 

    Surface Driving Lane  18 93.3 1.090 91.4-93.7 

      Shoulder  6 92.0 0.734 90.7-92.6 

                

170 QC Binder  Driving Lane  42 94.2 0.820 92.3-96.0 

    Surface Driving Lane 42  93.3 0.591 92.3-95.1 

  QV Binder  Driving Lane 18  93.8 1.632 90.4-96.7  

    Surface Driving Lane  18 93.2 1.106 91.6-95.1 

  NOTE: *=single lift 
project 

          

    **=binder placed in 2011         

Table 2: Nuclear Density Test Results (con’t) 

             Per WisDOT Standard Specifications, the target minimum required density in the driving 

 lanes for the binder lift is 89.5% and 91.5% for the surface lift.  Target minimum 

 required density for paved shoulder area for the binder lift is 89.5% and 90.5% for the 

 surface lift.  
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       b)  A comparison of the QC nuclear density tests taken in the driving lane and the tests 

 taken at the shoulder is shown in the following Table 3:  

 
 Project Avg. QC QC Range   Avg. 

Shoulder 
Shoulder 

Range 
  Shoulder/Driving Lane 

(%) 

STH 11* N.A.     N.A.     N.A. 

STH 36  94.1 92.2-96.4   93.5  91.1-98.0   99  

STH 144 93.2  90.7-94.7   92.8 90.2-94.7   99  

STH 80** 92.4 90.4-94.7   92.0  90.6-93.9    99 

STH 92** 94.1  91.5-95.9   91.9 90.8-92.9   98 

STH 22 92.7  89.9-95.5    92.1 89.2-93.6   99 

USH 141  93.0 90.4-96.1    92.6 90.0-96.0     99 

USH 45  93.1 91.0-96.0   92.3 90.8-93.2   99 

STH 47 93.8 92.2-96.6    92.7 91.6-93.6   99  
 

STH 54 93.6 90.6-97.1   93.0  90.2-95.7   99  

STH 64  93.1 92.4-93.4   92.7 92.6-92.8   99  

STH 170* N.A.     N.A.     N.A. 

                

*=No paved     
shoulder  
**=QV Tests Listed               

TABLE 3: Comparison of Nuclear Density Tests 

Note: All tests performed on the surface lift.  Shoulder nuclear density tests were taken at  

     the midpoint of the shoulder; not within 6”-12” from the edge of the pavement as was       

     done on 2011 projects.                                               

               

     c)    A summary of slope angle measurements is shown in Table 4.  All measurements were 

            made by either the author or the project engineer. 

 

       The Carlson Paving Products unit was used on the STH 36, STH 144, STH 92, STH 22,  

       USH 141, and STH 47 projects. The TransTech Systems unit was used on the STH 11, STH 64,                                                    

       and STH 170 projects. A shop fabricated unit was used on the STH 80, USH 45, and STH 54     

      projects. The mean average slope angle measurement on the binder lift of the projects using      

       the Carlson unit was 32.3 degrees (based on 111 measurements) and on the surface lift   

       was 34.6 degrees (71 measurements). The mean average on the binder lift using the Trans  

       Tech unit were not available and on the surface lift was 38.8 degrees (15 measurements).   

       The mean average on the binder lift using the shop fabricated unit was 36.2 degrees (47  

       measurements)  and on the surface lift was also 36.2 degrees (74 measurements). All  

       measurements were made after the lift was hot rolled.  
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STH Lift Before / After            
Hot Roller  

N Mean Value 
(%) 

Std. Dev. Range 

              

11 Surface (2")* After (by author) 2 59.0 32.30 36.2-81.9 

              

36 Surface (2")* After (by project 
engineer) 

6 35.2 5.65 26.6-43.8 

              

144 Surface (1 3/4")** Before (by author) 3 23.4 3.10 20.4-26.6 

    After (by author) 6 32.7 19.07 16.7-68.2 

    After (by project 
engineer) 

23 38.0 8.19 19.7-53.8 

              

80 Binder (2 1/4")  Before (by author) 2 37.5 2.12 36.0-39.0 

    After (by author) 4 31.2 3.38 28.6-36.0 

 

 

Before (by project 
engineer) 

3 46.2 6.93 38.2-50.2 

 

 

After (by project 
engineer) 

3 46.5 8.31 36.9-51.3 

  Surface (1 3/4") Before (by author) 2 39.6 1.20 38.7-40.4 

    After (by author) 3 40.5 0.70 39.8-41.2 

  Before (by project 
engineer) 

15 35.1 2.54 31.0-50.2 

  After (by project 
engineer) 

15 34.0 2.97 29.1-39.8 

              

92 Binder (1 1/4") After (by project 
engineer) 

30 27.3 3.51 20.8-34.3 

  Surface Before (by project 
engineer) 

34 23.5 2.78 16.7-29.7 

    After (by project 
engineer)  

15 32.6 5.34 25.6-45.0 

              

22 Binder (2 1/4") Before (by author) 2 35.8 3.04 33.7-38.0 

    After (by author) 5 36.8 5.29 29.7-43.3 

  Surface (1 3/4")  Before (by project 
engineer) 

11 29.0 2.73 26.5-35.0 

    After (by project 
engineer) 

11 34.6 3.76 27.5-40.0 

              

USH 141 Binder (3") After (by project 
engineer) 

58 34.8 5.85 25.20-45.0 

  Surface (2") N.A.         

              

USH 45 Surface (1 3/4")* After (by project 
engineer) 

3 30.2 4.84 25.0-34.6 

    Before (by author) 1 23.5 N.A. N.A. 

    After (by author) 6 34.5 4.14 28.8-38.7 

Table 4: Safety Edge Slope Angle Measurements 
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STH Lift Before / After            
Hot Roller  

N Mean Value 
(%) 

Std. Dev. Range 

              

47 Surface (2")* Before (by author) 6 30.9 9.61 21.5-43.3 

    After (by author) 10 30.8 6.12 20.5-38.7 

              

54 Binder (2 1/4") Before (by author) 1 27.0 N.A. N.A. 

    After (by author) 2 33.0 0.00 33.0-33.0 

  Before (by project 
engineer) 

61 34.7 3.04 28.6-41.3 

  After (by project 
engineer)  

38 36.1 4.36 28.4-46.9 

  Surface (1 3/4") Before (by project 
engineer) 

 52 35.2 3.30 27.5-42.2 

  After (by project 
engineer) 

47 37.3 5.01 27.4-54.5 

              

64 Binder N.A.     

 Surface (1 3/4") Before (by author) 3 25.9 2.47 23.2-28.0 

    After (by author) 5 34.0 4.84 28.6-39.8 

              

170 Binder N.A.     

 Surface (1 3/4") After (by project 
engineer) 

5 36.7 0.97 35.5-38.0 

    Before (by author) 3 36.2 5.39 30.5-41.2 

    After (by author) 3 36.7 3.87 34.5-41.2 

  NOTES: *=single lift project         

   **=binder placed in 2011     

   Carlson Unit used on STH 36, STH 144, STH 92, STH 22, USH 141, STH 47,  

   Trans Tech Unit used on STH 11, STH 64, STH 170   

    Shop Fabricated Unit used on STH 80, USH 45, STH 54   

TABLE 4: Safety Edge Slope Angle Measurements (con’t) 

Note: Safety edge special provisions for the 2012 projects required a finished 

            slope angle between 29 degrees (1.8:1.0) and 40 (1.2:1.0) degrees. 

 

The mean average slope angle measurement for the single lift projects and the binder 

lift of the two lift projects was 33.7 degrees (140 measurements). While the mean 

average slope angle measurements on the surface lift of the two lift projects was 35.1 

degrees (113 measurements). These measurements are within the desired range of 30 

to 35 degrees recommended by FHWA and within the 29.0 to 40.0 degree range 

specified by the 2012 WisDOT detail drawing. All measurements were made after the lift 

was hot rolled. 
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However, the range of measurements that were taken on the twelve projects varied 

from a low of 20.8 degrees to a high of 51.3 degrees on the single lift or binder lift, and 

from a low of 16.7 to a high of 68.2 degrees on the surface lift of two lift projects. The 

possible reasons for these wide ranges of measurements are discussed in the 

Conclusions section of the report.  

           

   d)   International Roughness Index (IRI) ride measurements on the surface lift on the   

          mainline were not collected and reported for the Year 2 safety edge projects. 

 

4.   Photos         

Numerous photos of the safety edge units, the paving operation, rolling of the mat, and the 

placement of the safety edge for each project are available on C.D. discs provided to 

WisDOT.  Samples of the photos are included in Appendix D.    
 

5)  Review of 2010 & 2011 Safety Edge Projects 

 

      A field review of the 2010 & 2011 safety edge projects was conducted between  

      September   24th & October 29th, approximately two years after the completion of the  

      STH 47 & STH 55 projects, and one year after the completion of the 2011 projects.   

      Photos of the current condition of the safety edge and the shoulder material at each  

      location are available on C.D. discs provided to WisDOT.  Samples of the photos are included   

      in Appendix E.  Measurements of the vertical shoulder material drop off and the exposed  

      safety edge sloped surface are shown in Table 5. There was no comparison made to the     

      shoulder vertical drop off on other overlay projects in the area that were paved the same   

      year where the safety edge feature was not used.         

       

a) USH 2, Ashland County. The 2011 project was inspected by the Ashland County Highway 

Patrol Superintendent.  He indicated that the gravel shoulders were holding up well and 

they have had no problems with the shoulders to date. The current condition of the 

asphalt pavement and safety edge slope showed no signs of cracking or breaking up.    

   

b) STH 13, Price County. The 2011 project was inspected by a WisDOT NC Region highway 

maintenance coordinator.  According to his observations, before the shoulders were 

regraded in 2012 (a routine fall maintenance activity performed by Price County 

although the missing gravel was not critical according to the maintenance coordinator), 

there was an average of approximately 2 inches of the safety edge sloped surface 

exposed where the shoulder material had moved away from the pavement.  The worst 

case situations were the low sides of super elevated sections where approximately 3 ½ 
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inches of the sloped surface was exposed. At those locations there was a 6” long area 

where the shoulder material was missing. The main concern of the maintenance 

coordinator was that water and ice could be held against the edge of the bituminous 

pavement where the shoulder material was missing and could cause the shoulder gravel 

to be softer and could affect the asphalt.     

    

c) STH 42, Manitowoc & Sheboygan County. The 2011 project was inspected by the author.  

 The entire length of the project was inspected. The sloped safety edge surface was 

 exposed along the 3’ paved shoulder to some extent for the entire length of the project. 

 Random locations were selected where the shoulder drop off and exposed safety edge 

 sloped surface were measured.  Refer to Table 5 for a summary of measurements. The 

 average drop off was 1” on tangent sections and 1 ¼” on curve sections. There was not a 

 drop off or exposed safety edge slope at the side road taper sections.   

   

d) STH 73, Green Lake County.  The 2011 project was inspected by the author. The entire 

length of the project was inspected. A 3’ shoulder was paved for the entire length. Very 

minimal drop off and exposure of the slope angle existed for the entire project length. 

The safety edge on super elevated sections, on both the high and low side of the curve, 

was no different than the tangent sections. Random locations were selected where the 

shoulder drop off and exposed safety edge sloped surface were measured. Refer to 

Table 5 for a summary of measurements. The asphalt pavement and safety edge showed 

no signs of cracking or breaking up. The average drop off was ¾” on tangent sections.   

 

e) STH 69, Green County. The 2011 project was inspected by the author. The entire length 

of the project was inspected. A 3’-5’ shoulder was paved for the entire length.  A 8’ 

gravel shoulder also exists to accommodate the farm implement equipment that uses 

this section of STH 69. The drop off and exposed safety edge was minimal for the entire 

length of the project. Random locations were selected where the shoulder drop off and 

exposed safety edge sloped surface were measured. Refer to Table 5 for a summary of 

measurements. The asphalt pavement and safety edge showed no signs of cracking or 

asphalt break up. The average drop off was 1” on tangent sections and 1 ¼” inches on 

the low side of curve sections.    

 

f) STH 144, Washington County. This project was constructed in two phases with the 

binder lift placed in the fall of 2011, and the surface lift placed in the spring of 2012 so 

that no observations or measurements of the shoulder drop off or safety edge condition 

were made in 2012.  

 

g)  STH 47, Menominee County. The 2010 project was inspected by the author. The entire 

length of the project was inspected. Narrow shoulders less than 2’ wide and drop offs 

exist on the entire project length creating few safe locations to pull off the pavement 
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except at side road intersections or slow moving vehicle turnouts. The Menominee 

County Highway Department has added shoulder aggregate to the low side of some of 

the super elevated sections. The author is not aware of why the shoulder material was 

added. Random locations near intersections or slow moving vehicle turnouts were 

selected for inspection where the shoulder drop off and exposed safety edge sloped 

surface were measured. Refer to Table 5 for a summary of measurements. The average 

drop off was 1” on tangent sections and just less than ½” on the low side of curve 

sections.    

   

        h) STH 55, Menominee County. The 2010 project was inspected by the author. Narrow  

  shoulders less than 2’ wide and drop offs at curves exist on the entire project length  

  creating few safe locations to put off the pavement except at side road intersections  

  and slow moving vehicle turnouts. The northern 4.5 miles of the 18.5 mile length of  

  the project was inspected in the northbound and southbound lanes.  More of the  

  shoulder material has dropped away from the pavement and more of the safety edge  

  sloped surface is exposed than during the 2011 inspection of the project. Random  

  locations near intersections or slow moving vehicle turnouts were selected to measure   

  the shoulder drop off and exposed safety edge sloped surface. Refer to Table 5 for a  

  summary of measurements.  The average drop off was 1 ½” on tangent sections and just 

  over 1 ¼” on the low side of curve sections.    

 

      The WisDOT Maintenance Compass program considers a 1 ½” inch drop to be the 

 “deficiency threshold” for both paved and unpaved shoulders. A gravel shoulder drop off 

 of greater than 1 ½” is considered “deficient” or “back logged for maintenance”.  Using the 

 Compass definition, none of the 2010 or 2011 projects are currently considered “deficient”. 
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Table 5: 2010 & 2011 Safety Edge Projects-Shoulder Drop Off and Exposed Safety Edge 

Measurements  

Region County STH Year Average 

Drop Off  

(inches)

Average 

Slope 

Exposed 

Dis tance 

(inches)
Tangent 

Section 

Curve 

Section

Curve 

Section

Tangent 

Section

Curve 

Section

Curve 

Section

High Side Low Side High Side Low Side

SE Washington 144 2011 See Note

SW Green 69 2011 N 12 5 5 12 5 5

Avg. 1.00 0.40 1.20 2.05 0.90 2.70

Std. Dev. 0.386 0.224 0.143 0.722 0.652 0.908

Range 0.25-1.50 0.25-0.75 1.00-1.375 0.75-3.00 0.50-2.00 1.50-4.00

NE Manitowoc 

& 

Sheboygan

42 2011 N 14 3 3 14 3 3

Avg. 0.95 0.83 1.21 2.11 1.58 3.33

Std. Dev. 0.293 0.144 0.072 0.783 0.382 0.577

Range 0.50-1.50 0.75-1.00 1.125-1.25 1.00-3.50 1.125-1.25 3.00-4.00

NW Ashland USH 2 2011 See Note

NC Price 13 2011 See Note

Green Lake 73 2011 N 8 N.A. N.A. 8 N.A. N.A.

Avg. 0.97 N.A. N.A. 0.44 N.A. N.A.

Std. Dev. 0.828 N.A. N.A. 0.378 N.A. N.A.

Range 0.00-2.00 N.A. N.A. 0.00-0.875 N.A. N.A.

Menominee 47* 2010 N 14 3 3 14 3 3

Avg. 1.00 0.13 0.42 1.98 0.00 0.67

Std. Dev. 0.259 0.000 0.722 0.495 0.000 1.155

Range 0.625-1.50 0.125-0.125 0.00-1.25 1.00-3.50 0.000 0.00-2.00

Menominee 55 2010 N 13 2 2 13 2 2

Avg. 1.54 0.56 1.38 2.42 1.38 2.12

Std. Dev. 0.466 0.619 0.888 0.703 0.530 1.237

Range 0.75-2.00 0.125-1.00 0.75-2.00 1.00-3.50 1.00-1.75 1.25-3.00

Notes: USH 141-Surface Lift Placed in 2012                                                                   

USH 2-No Measurements Taken by Ashland County Patrol Superintendent

                                                                                                STH 13-No Drop Off due to Shoulders Regraded by Price County in 2012

*=gravel added to curve sections by Menominee County Highway Dept in 2012. 
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Conclusions 

 
1. 2010 Projects on STH 47 & STH 55, Menominee County 

 

The aggregate shoulder material has remained in place with only minimal displacement or 

washing away of the aggregate after two years (0.5” to 1.5” drop off). Tangent sections 

exhibited minor exposure of the safety edge slope (2.0”to2.5”). The low sides of sharp curves 

actually exhibited less exposure of the safety edge slope (0.5” to 2.1”). In some locations, the 

vertical drop off of shoulder material is approaching the Compass Program’s “deficiency 

threshold” after only two years. There was no visual cracking or break up of the safety angle 

slope. 

 

2. 2011 Projects on USH 2 , STH 13, STH 42, STH 73, STH 69 

 

The aggregate shoulder material has remained in place with only minimal displacement or 

washing away of the aggregate after one year (0.7”-1.0” drop off on tangent sections and 1.2” 

on the low side of curved sections). Tangent sections exhibited very minor exposure of the 

safety edge slope (1.50”to 2.0”). The low side of curved sections exhibited greater exposure of 

the safety edge slope (2.7” to 3.3”). The vertical drop off of shoulder material is approaching  

the Compass Program’s “deficiency threshold” for the low side of gravel shoulders after only 

one year. There was no visual cracking or break up of the safety edge slope.       

      

3.  Asphalt Mix Design  

 

No visual segregation of the bituminous mat was observed at the safety edge. No visual 

difference in air voids was observed at the safety edge (no testing for air voids was performed). 

Some lateral movement of the mat under the breakdown roller during compaction on some 

projects affected the shape of the safety edge and may be due to the HMA mix design for that 

project. The tenderness of the mix may affect the compaction of the mat at the edge and the 

final shape of the safety edge. 

 

4. Project Engineer and Contractor’s Observations of Equipment, Placement, and Results of  

Safety Edge Feature  

 

The Safety edge shoe can be easily installed on the paver screed in a minimal amount of time. 

In general, there was minimal negative impact on the paving operation due to the safety edge 

unit.  Contractors improved the placement and compaction of the safety edge as the project 

progressed. Some adjustment of the paving screed was required on super elevated sections. 
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The shape of the safety edge feature was consistent as it was placed behind the paver. Some 

adjustments of the safety edge unit was needed in order to have the HMA material flow, to rise 

up over gravel shoulder material, or when paving through an intersection.  The safety edge unit 

must be kept tight to the gravel base or binder lift to create a proper safety edge shape. Provide 

adequate amount of bituminous material at the far end of the screed so that the safety edge 

feature can be formed properly. The overlay thickness can affect the consistency of the shape 

of the safety edge. No visual segregation of the material at the safety edge was reported.  No 

difference in the density or air voids of the mat at the safety edge compared to the driving lane 

was noted.  A properly compacted base and/or a 3”-4”wider paving width of the binder lift is 

needed to provide a solid base for the safety edge feature on the surface lift to prevent 

longitudinal cracking at the break point of the safety edge. For two lift overlay projects, the 

width of the first lift should be increased to support the safety edge installed with the surface 

lift to produce better results. For three lift projects, placement of the safety edge is not needed 

on the first lift.  There was a difference of opinion on either placing the safety edge feature on 

both the binder and surface lift or only on the surface Iift. It is harder to maintain the safety 

edge shape on thinner overlay lifts. Matching up the safety edge slope formed during 

placement of the two lifts can be difficult and should be monitored by the paving crew. The 

adjustable Carlson safety edge units was easier to work with and produced a more gradual 

slope (average of 32 degrees) than the TransTech units (39 degrees) or the shop fabricated 

units (36 degrees). Only a minor (< 1%) effect on the project material yield was noted.  The 

tenderness of the HMA mix design can affect the optimum rolling pattern of the mat and the 

safety edge. The compaction operation can affect the shape of the safety edge feature 

especially on the low side of super elevated sections. There is a difference of opinion on the 

proper rolling pattern needed to preserve the safety edge shape.  Rolling patterns were 

modified on some projects to delay the rolling of the safety edge in order to preserve the shape 

and slope of the edge. The safety edge feature does not interfere with the placement of the 

gravel shoulder material. Inclusion of the safety edge with a HMA overlay does not appear to 

affect the ride quality of the pavement if the base is properly prepared and compacted, mat is 

placed at the proper thickness, and the safety edge is adjusted during the paving operation. The 

keys for a successful safety edge installation include discussion of the safety edge installation at 

the precon and/or pre paving meetings, the use of a safety edge unit with an adjustable slope, 

an appropriate HMA mix design, multiple overlay lifts, uniform thickness of the overlay lift, 

occasional adjusting of the outside edge of the paver and the safety edge unit when needed, 

especially at super elevated sections, a compacted base course or an adequate binder width to 

support the safety edge, proper rolling of the mat, close monitoring of the safety edge 

installation and the rolling operation and adjustments when necessary, and a cooperative 

paving contractor.  

      

5. Field Observations  
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Proper installation of the TransTech tight to the end gate is critical to placement of the safety 

edge feature at the desired 30 degree slope angle. The Carlson safety edge unit can be field 

adjusted to produce the desired slope angle behind the paver. A properly compacted base 

and/or an adequate lower lift width are critical in providing a wide enough area for the paver 

shoe to ride on and to provide an adequate support for the safety edge feature when the mat is 

rolled.  The overlay thickness will affect the shape and slope of the safety edge feature; a 

finished overlay thickness of 1 ¾” appeared to made it more difficult to keep the safety edge 

shape when the lift was rolled, however measurements of the safety edge slope did not always 

confirm this observation. The slope of the shoulder will affect the final shape of the safety edge. 

A wider paving width (> 15’) makes it more difficult to provide an adequate amount of 

bituminous material to form the safety edge. The rolling pattern used by the breakdown roller 

needs to be adjusted so that the rolling of the mat edge is delayed enough to preserve the 

dimensions of the safety edge. Constant monitoring of the placement of the safety edge and 

the rolling operation is necessary to achieve the proper slope angle of the safety edge. The 

more interest that the project engineer and contractor take in the success of the safety edge 

installation, the better the finished slope angle results.  An experienced project engineer and 

paving  inspector, and a contractor willing to make adjustments during the paving operation 

improved the finished safety edge feature.        

 

6. Nuclear Density Tests  

 

The mean nuclear density values at the paved shoulder area were slightly lower but compared 

favorable to the QC average nuclear density value obtained in the driving lane and the WisDOT 

target minimum density value for the surface and binder lifts. Nuclear density values at the 

edge of the safety edge were not available for comparison to the 2011 safety edge projects. 

     

7. Slope Angle Measurements  

 

The Carlson safety edge units produced a more gradual slope angle than the TransTech or shop 

fabricated units. Although the mean slope angle measurements for each project compared 

favorably with the FHWA recommended slope angle of 30-35 degrees and the WisDOT 

specification of 29-40 degrees, there was a wide range of measurements on each of the 

projects. The mean slope angle of the safety edge produced by the Carlson unit was within the 

FHWA recommended slope angle recommended range (the Carlson unit can be adjusted to 

produce various slope angles).  

 

8. 2010 and 2011 Safety Edge Projects 

 

The shoulder material on the safety edge projects constructed in 2010 and 2011 has remained 

in place to an acceptable level. While there has been some amount of drop off of the material 
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and exposure of the safety edge slope, it is not any more drastic than on a typical non-safety 

edge overlay project. In area where there is a vertical drop off of the shoulder material, there is 

the potential for water and ice to be held against the edge of the bituminous material and may 

cause the shoulder gravel to be softer and may affect the condition of the asphalt at the edge 

of the pavement.     

       

9. Future Projects 

 

Inspections and observations should be considered for any future pilot HMA overlay projects 

that incorporate the safety edge feature to confirm the conclusions drawn from the 2011 and 

2012 projects.  Inspection of safety edge projects constructed in 2010, 2011, and 2012 should 

also be considered in 2013 to observe the condition of the gravel shoulders and the safety edge 

slope.       

 

Recommendations 

 
1. 2010 Projects on STH 47 and STH 55, Menominee County 

 

Continue to inspect the pavement condition, gravel shoulder material condition, and safety 

edge feature slope exposure in 2013. 

 

2.    2011 Projects on USH 2, STH 13, STH 42, STH 69 STH 73, STH 144 

 

Inspect the pavement condition, gravel shoulder material condition, and safety edge slope 

feature exposure in 2013. 

 

3.    Specifications and Detail Drawing for Future Safety Edge Projects 

 

Continue to indicate a “target” safety edge slope angle of 30 to 35 degrees and an “acceptable” 

safety edge slope tolerance of 29 to 40 degrees in the specifications.  Indicate a safety edge 

slope of 1.8:1 (29 degrees) to 1.2:1 (40 degrees) on the detail drawing. Develop specification 

language that specifies that the safety edge unit used must be adjustable in order to be 

adaptable to various paving operations conditions. Provide a list of approved safety edge 

manufactures and models. Other language that could be considered for the special provisions 

or the safety edge detail drawing could include (1) a strong performance specification that 

holds the contractor accountable for properly placing the safety edge feature and developing a 

rolling pattern that will maintain the safety edge shape, (2) proper compaction of the base 

course material,  (3) extra width of the binder lift (3”-6”) needed to form an adequate base for 

the safety edge installed with the surface lift, (4) constant monitoring by the screed operator to 
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control the overlay thickness and the shape of the safety edge, (5) a specific rolling pattern that 

will not affect the placed shape of the safety edge.      

  

      

4. Pre-paving Construction Conference 

  

The installation of the safety edge should be discussed in detail at the pre-construction and/or  

pre-paving conferences.  

 

5. Project Engineer and Paving Inspector’s Responsibilities 

 

The project engineer and the paving inspectors need to be more observant of the safety edge 

installation, the rolling pattern used on the mat, and the slope angle of the safety edge. 

Conduct a pre-paving conference for a detailed discussion of the safety edge feature including 

installation and use of the safety edge equipment, base preparation, an adequate pavement 

width to accommodate the safety edge, adjustments during the paving operation, rolling 

operation and patterns, and placement of the safety edge feature to obtain the target slope 

angle after completion of the rolling operation. On multiple lift projects, discuss the options for 

placement of the safety edge feature on either both lifts or only on the surface lift. During the 

paving operation, the paving inspector should: (1) check every morning during the first 1,000 

feet of paving how the safety edge is being formed and the slope angle, (2) observe how the 

paving shoe is riding on the base or binder lift and is affecting the safety edge shape, (3) check 

for aggregate wedged between the safety edge plate and the screed end plate, (4) monitor 

adjustments made to the safety edge and screed by the screed operator, location of safety 

edge break point on binder and surface lifts, the rolling pattern operation checking for lateral 

movement of the safety edge affecting the dimensions and slope to ensure that the targeted 

slope angle of the safety edge is maintained, (5) periodically check and record the slope angle 

of the safety edge directly behind the paver and after the hot rolling of the lift (use a straight 

edge, ruler, and safety edge slope verification chart or a digital carpenter’s level) on both the 

binder and surface lists and order adjustments at the paver and/or the roller.   

      

6. Safety Edge Equipment and Installation 

 

The Project Engineer or paving inspector should inspect the condition of the safety edge unit 

and check for proper installation on the paver screed in accordance with the manufacture’s 

detailed instructions. 

   

7. Paving Operation 
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The screed operator should continually monitor the screed, edge plate, and safety edge unit 

and make adjustments as necessary to properly place the overlay thickness and install the 

safety edge at the proper shape and slope behind the paver. Prevent HMA material from 

getting between the safety edge unit and the end plate.  Keep the end plate ski in contact with 

the surface being paved to prevent material from moving out under the end plate ski and 

affecting the slope of the safety edge. Monitor the texture and shape of the safety edge. Raise 

the safety edge or change the angle to 90 degrees when paving through side road intersections. 

 

8. Rolling Operation 

 

If necessary, the rolling pattern should be adjusted so that the rolling of the pavement edge 

does not produce lateral movement of the safety edge and changes the dimensions and slope 

of the safety edge without affecting the compaction of the mat. If necessary,  delay rolling of 

the outer 6” to 12” of the mat until the last pass of the roller.  

   

9. Safety Edge Slope Angle Measurements  

 

Perform slope angle measurements of the safety edge using a straight edge and ruler or a 

digital carpenter’s level according to the FHWA Design and Construction Guide (Refer to Safety 

Edge References). Perform measurements during the first 1,000 feet of paving each day before 

and after rolling of the mat and during the daily paving operation. The frequency of 

measurement points to be determined in the field based on the consistency of the placement 

and rolling of the safety edge. 

         

10. Pre-paving Considerations 

 

Provide a compacted base of adequate width to support the safety edge feature. Increase the 

width of the base, or the lift under the lift to be paved with the safety edge feature by three to 

six inches to provide a base for placement of the safety edge to prevent longitudinal cracking at 

the safety edge break point during the rolling operation. On multiple lift projects when the 

safety edge feature is placed on both lifts, widen the first lift to allow for the matching up of the 

safety lift slope of the safety edge installed with the second lift.  

 

11. Selection of Future Safety Edge Projects  

 

Based on observation and comments made during the installation of the 2011 and 2012 safety 

edge projects, the following variables should be considered when determining  if the safety 

edge feature should be included on future overlay projects: 
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a) the type of project-i.e rehab maintenance/preventive maintenance, mill & overlay, or 

reconditioning with pulverizing. 

b) number of side roads, passing lanes, tapers, guardrail sections-added time to raise and 

lower safety edge device. 

c) warranty vs. non-warranty project-contractor more concerned for ride quality than 

placement of safety edge. 

d) HMA or WMA project. 

e) single lift or multiple lift project-better results obtained on multiple lift projects.  

f) thickness of each lift-easier to form safety edge on thicker lifts. 

g) slope of paved shoulders-harder to maintain safety edge shape on 6% slope. 

h) width of paved shoulder-safety edge appropriate on 2’-3’ shoulders but may not be 

needed on 5’-6’ shoulders. 

i) placement of safety edge on both binder and surface lifts vs. only on surface lift when 

lift thickness is 2” or greater.    

j)  paving width greater than 15’ makes it harder to adequately form safety edge shape 

due to amount of bituminous material at the end plate of the paver. 

k) Contractor’s previous experience with placing the safety edge feature. 

l) Project engineer’s previous paving operation experience.  

 

    12  Construction and Materials Manual (CMM) 

 

Recommendations made related to the pre-paving construction conference,  the project 

engineer and paving inspector’s responsibilities, the safety edge equipment and installation,        

the paving operation, the rolling operation, safety edge slope angle measurements, and the 

pre-paving considerations should be considered for inclusion in the WisDOT Construction and 

Materials Manual (CMM).  
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APPENDIX 

 
A. 2012 Safety Edge Special Provisions and Detail Drawing 

B. Questionnaire Responses from Project Engineers and Contractors 

C. Representatives for 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

D. Photos of Safety Edge Unit, Paving Operations, and In place Safety Edge Feature   

E. 2012 Photos of 2010 & 2011 Safety Edge Projects 

F. Safety Edge Angle Verification Chart   
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Pavement Safety Edge. 

A Description 
(I) This special provision describes providing a sloped safety edge at the locations the 

plans show for pavements and pavement overlays placed adjacent to aggregate 
shoulders. Conform to details within the plan. 

(2) Department is conducting research on the safety edge. Cooperate with research 
activities as requested. 

B (Vacant) 

C Construction 
C.l General 
(ll Construct the safety edge monolithically with the pavement extending beyond the 

edge of pavement. Prepare the foundation material underlying the extended safety 
edge as the engineer directs. Place the finished shoulder material to the top of the 
safety edge conforming standard spec 305.3.3. 

l2l Safety edge angle may range between 29 and 40 degrees. Safety edge angles greater 
than 40 degrees require corrective action. Safety edge angle is to be measured after 
final rolling ofthe HMA. 

C.2 Equipment 
l l) For HMA pavement and overlays use a paver with an engineer-approved safety edge 

system capable of constructing the specified edge cross section compacted 
conforming to standard spec 450.3.2.6. Do not use a single plate strike off. Before 
paving, provide documentation that the proposed system met these specifications on 
other projects or construct a test section. The engineer may allow a conforming test 
section to be incorporated into the work. 

(2) For concrete pavement and overlays use slip-form paver modified to form the 
required edge. 

l3l The engineer may allow hand placement for short sections where machine placement 
is not practicable The engineer may also allow full depth sawing to remove formed 
edges integrally placed with pavement where the plans do not show safety edge. 

(4) The engineer may eliminate safety edge work from the contract if at any point the 
contractor fails to construct conforming work. 

D Measurement 
(ll The department will include the tonnage of material acceptably placed in the edge in 

the tonnage for the associated HMA pavement or overlay bid items. 

<2> The department will include the plan-view area of material acceptably placed in the 
edge in the yardage of the associated concrete pavement bid items. 

E Payment 
en Payment for providing safety edge as well as full depth sawing to remove integrally 

placed edge is incidental to the associated pavement or overlay bid items. 

<2> The department will make no compensation under standard spec 109.5 if the safety 
edge work is eliminated due to the contractor's failure to produce conforming work. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Questionnaire Responses from Project Engineers and Contractors 

 

WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D. #_____1320-12-60_STH 11_______________ 

Project Engineer: __Jacob Rosbeck____________  

Company__________WisDOT________________ 

Telephone Number______262-521-5182________ 

 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up 

issues that had to be corrected during paving operation?  None 

were noticed during paving. 

 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact 

on the paving operation/constructability?  The rolling operation had 

to be careful because if they went too far on the edge, the edge 

disappeared and would look more vertical. 

 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety 

edge device?  Segregation did occur in the edge area with the 

larger stones rolling away, leaving the fines behind. 

 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or 

any other adjustments on the paver?  Some should have been 

used in the super since it would result in a flatter angle on the high 

side and a steeper angle on the low side. It would have been nice 

to have an adjustable style of shoe. 

 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of 

paved lane? Some areas where the prep for the shoulder did not 

go far enough, longitudinal cracking occurred due to the thin lift. 
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6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge?  

                      The slope angle was never really achieved due to the fact that the         

   shoe did not go all the way to the ground due to the large lift  

            (3.5” at the 6’ wide shoulder area). The shoe would only go around  

  2”. The rest of the way the material would not spread out and so we 

  ended up getting a steep slope and was not very satisfactory.   

 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? 

  See attached mix designs.  The first one in the .pdf was the one  

  that was used. 

 

8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material 

adjacent to the edge? 

    Nothing out of the ordinary was found.   

 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield?  The effect 

on the yield was low and for the most part, negligible. 

 

10)  Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel 

shoulder? 

    None was noticed.  It was proposed in the plan that there be no  

    agg. shoulder, however the project engineer directed that a 1’  

    agg. shoulder be constructed. 

 

11)  Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge?   

    So far no problems have been observed. 

 

12)  What is your overall impression of the safety edge?  

  I don’t think that it should be used on projects that are one large lift  

  like this one.  The idea I think is great, but the way it was   

  constructed on this project left a bad taste in my mouth.  I thought it 

  could have been better had the shoe been adjustable, the lifts  

  divided in two, and the project reconstruct the shoulder instead of  

  blading out for the expansion of the paved shoulder.  I think that  

  projects that had this done correctly would see less snagging of  

  vehicles and may prevent some accidents.  It should be continued. 

 

13)  Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge 

specification on future projects?   The shoe should extend as far or 

farther than the lift and be adjustable so that adjustments could be 

made in the field. 
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14)  What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they 

should be looking for when inspecting the installation of the safety 

edge feature? Make sure the shoe is large enough to provide the 

right angle. Make sure the rolling operations take care at the 

edges so they do not squish the edge. 

 

15)  What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge 

feature? 

   Multiple lifts that are around 2 inches. 

   Adjust the shoe in the supers to prevent the angle from getting out  

   of whack. 

   Make sure the rolling operation adjusts to not squish the edge. 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D. #2240-00-67 - 5"71-4 3~1 R a...tJN [b..., .. ~ 

Project Engineer: Keith Martin 

Company: WIS DOT- SE Region 

Telephone Number: 414-7 50-3269 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that had to 
be corrected during paving operation? 

The paving contractor used a different paving "shoe" that had to be loaded onto the 
paver. It took 30 min to make the switch. 

There were no start up issues. 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 
operation/constructability? 

No. It does increase the amount of asphalt mix installed , raising the cost of the 
project. 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

No 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 
adjustments on the paver? 

I don't believe it does, should be answered by Payne and Dolan . 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

On this project (2" surface installation), the safety edge did not maintain its shape 
when compacted . 

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge? 

Very consistent 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? 
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8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the edge? 
Density testing is performed a minimum of one foot from the edge of the paved area. 
Air void measurements are taken at the asphalt production facility 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? 
See question #2. 

1 0) Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? 

None 

11) Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge? 
We had a 2" mill and 2" replace asphalt project, hard to tell. ? 

12) What is your overall impression of the safety edge? 
It may work better on projects with a thicker pavement or multiple layers. 

13) Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on future 
projects? 
Do not specify safety edge on mill and overlay projects. 

14) What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be looking 
for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature? 
See question #13. 

15) What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature? 
See question #13. 

16) Measure the safety edge slope (rise & run) before and after the roller operation in 
accordance with the FHWA recommendations 

17) Request nuclear density test results at the normal locations in the driving lane, at the 
outer most edge of the paved surface, and on the sloped safety edge surface. 
See question #8. 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2011 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D. #_4010-05-70__STH 144___________________________ 

Project Engineer_Dick Nelson__________________________  

Company__Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc._______________________________ 

Telephone Number_1-414-343-6283________________________ 

 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that 

had to be corrected during paving operation? 

No issues that I was aware of. 

 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation/constructability? 

Only time required for set up and additional paving time due to increased quantity. 

 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

None that I observed. 

 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 

adjustments on the paver? 

None that I’m aware of. 

 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

I think that the product would be better on a project where the binder was placed in two 

lifts to reduce rolling differential. 

 

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge?  

Some deviation due to rolling. 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? 

Will be sent in a separate e-mail. 
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8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the 

edge? 

I have requested information from SE Region materials and Central office did the testing 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? 

Increases due to the extra width. 

10)  Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? 

None. 

11)  Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge?   

 

We have not shouldered yet. I am concerned about raveling due to the thickness of the 

gravel. 

 

12)  What is your overall impression of the safety edge?  

I believe it will function as designed to improve safety. 

13)  Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on 

future projects?   

 

14)  What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be 

looking for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature?  

 

Checking the angle after rolling. 

 

15)  What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature? 

Placement, rolling, and angle. 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D. # ~35"-t)()-7 z STI-I S'tJ, O;eA• .. n - e-o. 

Project Engineer ?AL;JH ...:r: Llc6CL 

Company ..:7E'wcu A.!.f'tJc//lrc> EAKNJcc;es/ r~c.... 
,_,,c. ~"e-s-s8-7Y~f 

Telephone Number eeu ~ot -av-tf/74' 

1) Ease of installati~n of ~fety edge device? Was there any start up issues that had to 
be corrected dunng pavmg operation? 

~ ~~--....<~ro .-..d.~ ~~~~ 
~~~~~~-~n,~~~~ 
""' ~~~ ~~' 

2) Does t.he use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 
operat1on/constructability? . . 
~ ~..../n ~ ~ ~-lo ~ t-o c..n-<-~ 
~ #u-~~~~n:.~.·~ 
~~p~ ~~....,~~ 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

~~~~~~~~-

4) D~s use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 
adJustments on the paver? 
-?1M'~. ~~~~·~.a-;J.~ 
~~ _;~7~~~. 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

~~~~~~~~~ 
~~ -
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7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix des~n)? .s
W~ A/~ E~.3 _ ;'f .. ....._/ c- j.}.: / ...,)_ 

v-· ~J;-..t.-.) lo-'~ ,....,..,..._._ 

~ Ob~rvation~ of density a~d air vo~s of the bitumino~s material adjacent to the edge? 

~ ~ ~ n.:A·~<&: ·~(_ ~ • ~'6 
~~ ~ .t:.:t . . 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? ~ -

f~~~~/".2-"~~~~-

1 0) Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? 
Yl6 . 

11) Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge? 

v~~ wt~-t--

12) What is your overall impressiol).ofthe safety edge? _. ---~---~ .1/IW~/.P'.""..-
;T~d~ ~~~-r ... --- - ·;r-~~ . 

13) Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on future 

projects? !J'fl'"• ~~ ~~ ~..Lt-; ~~ -. !h. ~ . ~ 
c:zy{-J':.i~ P"t.~..A:.a.-<.. ~-,;.~.~/.~ ~ 
14) What would ~men"d'totUlure pr~ortf6a~s~uld be lookin~~ 

for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature? ~ ...r ~. 

15) What are the three ke~ to constru~ipg a successful safety edge feature? 
w~, ~~-..12~ . 

16) Measure the safety edge slope (rise & run) before and after the roller operation in 
accordance with the FHWA recommendations. 8~ ~ ~ yo"...6 ~ 
~ ~~~- . 

17) Request nuclear density test results at the normal locations in the driving lane, at the 
outer most edge of the paved surface, and on the sloped safety edge surface. 

---;4 tv-rJ..? ~ ~ /'~ 'd" 41/' ~ :<;~ ~. 
Uxt?~ ~ ~ -~~ ere. 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D.                     # 5926-00-61    STH 92  

Project Engineer             Ken Plowman  

Company                        Fehr-Graham 

Telephone Number         815-238-0032 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that 

had to be corrected during paving operation? The Carlson safety edge 

attachment went on in a matter of only a few minutes. It seemed easy to 

switch from one side of the paver to the other also. No startup issues at all. 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation/constructability?  No negative impacts were caused from the safety 

edge device on the paving operation. 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

No, the safety edge device did not cause any segregation of bituminous 

material. 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 

adjustments on the paver?  We found that in order to get the best finished 

safety edge it was important to keep the outside edge of the safety edge 

attachment tight against the ground which was fine but the paving operator 

did have to keep an eye on this to make sure the safety edge device didn’t 

start digging into the base or binder layer. If too much downward pressure 

was left on the safety edge device it could start to lift the paver and cause a 

bump. The adjustment for this was in the safety edge attachment and not a 

vertical adjustment of the screed. 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? The 

compacting of the material at the edge of the pavement went fine on the 

upper side of a superelevation and on normal crowned sections of the 

roadway. We did have some tearing of the safety edge when on the 

downhill side of the superelevation which I believe was caused by the 

lateral forces being applied by the rollers. 

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge? I believe the safety edge 

would be very consistent in shape and slope on normal crowned roads but 

this section of STH 92 was nothing but curve after curve. As mentioned in 

answer #5 the safety edge reacted differently to rolling depending on if it 

was on the upper or lower side of the superelevations. Also, on the binder 

lift we were placing the safety edge outside the existing pavement due to 

widening of the road. The safety edge would react differently depending on 

what the existing material was like outside the existing pavement. If it was 
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solid rock from the old shoulder it would compact differently than if the 

existing material was softer sand or dirt. I think a pre-widening of the 

roadway to get a consistent base would be helpful in getting the proper 

shape of the safety edge on the binder lift. Once the binder was down the 

surface safety edge was much more consistent other than the 

superelevation issues mentioned above. 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? HMA Type E-

0.3 with DOT # 0-250—0120-2011. A copy will be sent with this form. 

8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the 

edge? I will be sending a copy of all density testing. You will be able to see 

that we did testing on the shoulder which was the outside 2’ of pavement. 

We did not specifically have tests done within 6” but I am sure some fell 

that close.  

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? In order to get the 

finished top at the required 13” pavement width we had to start at about 

13.75 wide at the bottom edge of the binder lift. This will definitely increase 

tonnage used but this must have been figured into plan quantities because 

we did not go over plan. When figuring yields I took into consideration we 

were paving wider than the 13’ called out on plans. 

10)  Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? No, the 

gravel shoulder goes down fine. 

11)  Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge?  Yes, we had no 

problems at all with gravel staying in place through the compaction efforts. 

12)  What is your overall impression of the safety edge? I like the concept of the 

safety edge and feel it will work for the intended purpose. I do think it 

shines best on surface lifts and on normal crowned roads. The binder lift 

on the two projects I have been on seems to be much more difficult to 

achieve the results wanted. Curves and superelevation changes back and 

forth also make results harder to achieve. 

13)  Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on 

future projects? As mentioned above I think a prewidening operation would 

have been nice on this project to get us a consistent base to lay the binder 

safety edge on. The safety edge reacts differently if on hard gravel or a 

softer sand or dirt material. A possible note explaining that rolling 

operations might have to be adjusted to get the proper safety edge would 

also be helpful but the exact rolling operation depends greatly on 

temperature so we can’t specify exact rolling. 

14)  What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be 

looking for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature? Inspector 

needs to really be on top of taking before rolling and after rolling 

measurements on the safety edge on the first day of paving especially. This 

information can then be used to discuss with the contractor and determine 
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the proper angle of the safety edge attachment to get the correct slope on 

the finished product. It is also important to get pavement widths before and 

after rolling to see how much the edge moves out. This should also be 

discussed with the contractor so they can get this set correctly. 

15)  What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature? First, 

is take plenty of measurements early on in the process as mentioned in 

question #14 and use these to discuss possible changes with contractor.  

Second would be to keep an eye on how safety edge is reacting to each 

roller and talk to contractor on possible adjustments to this process. Third 

key is getting as much information to the contractor that could be helpful 

such as pictures of the finished slope edge you are looking for and reports 

from previous projects. Talking about it at the precon is also a good idea.  
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D. #_6991-00-73_STH 54___________________ 

Project Engineer_Todd Laska_________________  

Company_AECOM_________________________ 

Telephone Number_715-340-4216_____________ 

 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that had to 

be corrected during paving operation? 

The contractor built their own shoe (based on a TransTech unit) which had to be tested 

prior to use.  Because the first paving on the project was mainline production paving, 

the first day had to be completed before any adjustments to the shoe could be made. 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation/constructability? 

Yes.   

1.  The contractor built shoe only had adjustability up and down.  The angle of the 

shoe was not adjustable. This made it difficult to judge whether it was the actual 

paving operation or the shoe itself when the ideal safety edge was not achieved. 

2. Given the high number of intersections and by pass lanes with tapers located on 

this project, there was a substantial amount of raising and lowering the shoe.  

This required the paving foreman to focus his attention on that rather than the 

overall ride. Any time you change the speed of the paver or move the wings on 

the screed there is a much higher chance of creating a bump. I suspect the 

raising and lowering the shoe has a similar effect.  This also required the other 

members of the crew to spend time cutting the edges on the tapers, driveways, 

etc. where there was not to be safety edge, again requiring them to be focusing 

attention to an area other than the overall ride. 

3. This project was a pulverize and relay project with 6.25” mainline and 4” 

shoulders which included widening the existing 3’ paved shoulder to a 6’ paved 

shoulder. This required a portion of the pulverized material and the existing 

shoulder gravel to be rolled outside the paving limits.  If the contractor didn’t plan 

for or wasn’t careful grading the shoulder area after the 1st lift of binder was put 

down (12’ wide) to include the additional width required for the safety edge plus 

the width of the wings on the screed, there was the potential that the screed 
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could hit high spots in the base that would have normally been outside the 

screed working area.  This was then made worse if the safety edge was placed 

with the final layer.  This caused the foreman to make manual corrections to the 

screed height rather than allow the automatics to control. 

4. Installing the shoe inside the screed limits the amount of adjustability of the 

overall paving width because the wings cannot be drawn all the way in to pave 

the minimum width the paver is designed to pave.  This can create problems 

getting the joints along lane lines positioned properly.  For example, a 10’ paver 

may only be able to pave a minimum width of 12’ with the shoe installed. 

 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

 

     No segregation was noticed that could be directly attributed to the safety edge. 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 

adjustments on the paver? 

     Yes.  See # 2 above. 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

No noticeable differences from the normal vertical edge. 

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge?  

The shape and slope seemed to be all over the board.  The contractor would seem to 

have it falling within the ideal range, and then with no changes made it would be outside 

the ideal limits.  This is true for both the loose mat and the final compacted mat.  When 

questioned, the roller operators indicated they were not changing their normal rolling 

operations from one place to the next.  

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? 

Attached 

8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the 

edge? 

The shoulder was paved concurrently with mainline.  Densities met project 

requirements.   

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? 

The engineers’ quantities included 66 TN to account for safety edge.  The overall 

project yield was 2% which does not appear to be out of line given the large number of 

intersections and not requiring red tops for the base. 
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10)  Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? 

None noted. 

11)  Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge?   

Yes, for the 3 weeks project staff remained on site after project completion. 

12)  What is your overall impression of the safety edge?  

The intent of edge seems to be logical; however the practicality of constructing it per the 

current details is difficult.  A precise edge after final rolling as required for the bottom of 

the upper lift and top of the lower lift is nearly impossible.  There must also be a lot more 

education of contractors and project staff as to the desired requirements and what is 

considered to be “normal” and “not normal”. 

13)  Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on 

future projects?  

The specification should include an incentive/disincentive or the contractors have no 

incentive to put forth the effort to make it successful.  This would, however, be highly 

labor intensive on the project staff to track which may offset the cost to benefit.  Or, 

make the measurement and documentation part of the contactor performed QMP. 

The specifications should be more restrictive on the models of shoes that are allowed.  

The shoes should be required to have vertical and angle adjustment that does not 

require changing the speed of the paver.  No contractor built shoes should be allowed. 

The shoes should be required to be able to be removed completely or not affect the 

minimum paving width without stopping the paver. 

The standard detail should be much clearer on the required width of the binder layers 

required to achieve the desired final roadway width. The typical section and plan views 

should be adjusted accordingly as well. 

The specifications should also provide guidance or requirements for the loose 

measurements vs. the final compacted measurements.  This is because by the time the 

finish roller has completed its final pass, the paver is typically already 1500-2000’ further 

down mainline making any adjustments not timely enough to be incorporated before 

another condition may have changed.  This also effectively adds a project staff person 

because one cannot be monitoring the operations at the paver and taking “live” 

measurements on the final compacted mat at the same time. 

Constructing the safety edge with the final layer should only be used as a corrective 

measure if the lower lift is missing the safety edge or if approved in advanced by the 

engineer.  This method can cause the mat thickness to be in excess of the allowable 

mat thickness required in the specifications and possibly lead to unraveling at the edge. 
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Incorporate the applicable section of the CMM into the specifications. 

 

14)  What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be looking 

for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature?  

Ensure that the lower lifts are paved wide enough to allow each successive lift with 

safety edge to be paved on asphalt rather than base coarse. 

Utilize a safety edge angle verification chart to minimize field calculations.  This chart 

would need to be customized for each project based on lift thickness. 

Create a data recording sheet to easily record the horizontal and vertical measurements 

at predetermined stationing.  It may be better to have a standard form developed by 

CO. 

Work with the contractor to layout or have a very clear understanding of where safety 

edge is and is not required and what actions must be taken to correct potential issues. 

 

15)  What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature? 

 

The safety edge should be discussed thoroughly at the pre-construction meeting or pre-

pave meeting with the contractor to emphasize the locations it is required and the 

additional width of the lower mats. 

 

Only allow a shoe that is adjustable vertically and angular and can be made to not 

restrict paving widths without stopping the paver. 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D. #_____9650-16-60   STH 47 

Project Engineer____Bob Goodreau  

Company_____U.P. Engineers & Architects Inc. 

Telephone Number___906-250-6284 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that 

had to be corrected during paving operation? American Asphalt had problems 

getting the device installed on the paver. A mechanic was needed to cut some 

holes and weld some parts. The contractor will set it up and that’s it, they do not 

go back and make any adjustments. 

  

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation/constructability? Problems happen when they need to take off the 

device or put it back on. Installation is time consuming.  

 

 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

 

 

None that I saw. 

 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 

adjustments on the paver? Paver operators are always adjusting the screed and 

other parts of the paver. I do not know if any additional adjustments were 

needed. 

 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

Noticed some cracking at the edge of the lane where the safety edge starts after 

a few days. 
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6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge? The edge is not always 

consistent. The slope is mostly the same but the distance from the end of the 

slope to the ground varies a lot. 

 

 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? See attached 

 

 

8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the 

edge? 

 

None visible. 

 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? Minimal 

 

10)  Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? None 

 

 

11)  Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge?  Too soon to tell. 

 

 

12)  What is your overall impression of the safety edge? Too soon to tell. 

 

 

13)  Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on 

future projects? None. 

 

 

14)  What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be 

looking for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature?  A 

template needs to be made to check the proper placement of the safety edge 

and directions as to when to reject the edge replacement. Can the edge be 

rejected and then can the inspector have the contractor remove and replace it 

and how. 

 

 

15)  What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature? 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D. # 1602-10-60         USH 45 

Project Engineer, William Groskopf  

Company.  Wis DOT 

Telephone Number 715-365-5755 

 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that 

had to be corrected during paving operation? No 

 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation/constructability? No. This project consisted placing 1.75 inch HMA 

pavement in one lift so very little had to be done to set up the paver. 

 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

None noticed. 

 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 

adjustments on the paver? No, once attached to the paver no adjustments were 

needed. 

 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

Compaction seemed to be good; Nuc Density testing wasn’t done right on the 

edge due to standards where test can only be taken 1.5 feet from a non 

restricted edge but the consolidation looked good. 

 

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge? The slope before 

compaction was far less than standards but with compaction we got anywhere 

from 25 – 36.5 degrees. There were areas on the high side of supers that the 

safety edge didn’t extend the full depth of the asphalt. 

 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? Included 
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8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the 

edge? As stated earlier test taken were 1.5 feet from edge of pavement. All air 

voids were good. 

 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? Barely noticeable.  

 

10)  Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? None 

noticed.   

                                                                                                                                                                    

11)  Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge? It’s only been a matter 

of weeks but gravel seems to be holding.  

 

12)  What is your overall impression of the safety edge? I think it’s good. We tried 

driving off the pavement before shoulders were placed and we were able to drive 

back on the pavement with no problems. 

 

13)  Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on 

future projects?  

 

14)  What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be 

looking for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature? Be there 

when paving first starts to ensure it’s what we want. 

 

15)  What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature? 

Working with contractor, desired slope and compaction. 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I. D. # tl 'if Q -I?'- 7 I 

Project Engineer f>t:# 8ac;r;us 

Company O/l'IA'II/1 AS5cCII1T c. r 

Telephone Number ·=p.u-t ro -/65 { 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that had to 
be corrected during paving operation? 

.Sit/CrY J!t'~ .. 'EV"~ iJc~rEr •''v ;., r-< l'--£t./r[Jvf. £"'1• /),/1 :!· r £#<-C•'•'/,;E,< 

A ¥( Jr/'~1&'/' u.n EJ, 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 
operation/constructability? 

~ftcl..f. W'il > ..Y, /Y';ort~fl'ht 1'/t.~" ~ 1/£ Y!l'/_t' ~:.r "r>; /'/Jv,.J"- Ofl;fV> 10/V 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

J.'ti!"-'"- P,p y;-; ltfl'cet: i/i JJE. ~'II'Y ~t.GAtof/TI,-/ :;r t3 r m,1 SA 11. r,~<..•., 
Tt•t! V Ic c• 111~ .J/Jft-1t rrc,, Pcv·c..6 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 
adjustments on the paver? 

!!. ih~ (I" , 1- CcJt(/! ~(iS¥ .,... f...tC•\t::. VCttitt.AL l/~1iJjjmft, r tr /fl~ 

Jc..II.#P IJ~ r l'<i:S lt£C.'-ti..E. .;uAI} I}P-/v)71/V'(.. >"'tftf 7V6 .S,!-r~lr £PG>.i. 

t'6,.- •Lt. t' >' Ttt£ StPtif';....l'r£ :J!" •lfc r.:.A.£6/J. 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

u ... ..,. rr .J41'trl'( €Pt-e ,O,P "' Ar.•!!C r O:..f'Vfi'/><F"""' .4r -.,,; EL'vJ:: o -·ro~,_~ .... .t.v-

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge? 

t tl!! Cl'Y;f.Jrt/11~'( cl" Ttl£ Si/111'',~ 11•/r .lr...o/'r: :Y 7'/E ,;tf.t<.t TY' ,.:I' C. IE ''~'-1.J 

5tC.•.I .~t D!£+1t...r Ot£rr-r.l'!.. c·l' -,1" ~A·, .,..,., LJFr /1_ c...c·YJN'!J:.t:.C' re T!~$ 

/... ~ ~ . .,!' , !,;/.' :; '.) k v...' •,:J t: 
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I 
l ,. 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? 

J_,•.N£A. 1.-/F( /.'-.111 /'l¥1tVI Tf/t! £-3 

.,"!'6.11. t,. f'• /1/Yif" I'Z. ,_..,..., ft/'i.. C•) 

8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the edge? 
r.ru .r£G./)r)I'P £r~s.:., ~ •11Jc/.o'&"' ('~ Ttrt: Pey'i, ry II.,. .r.r r ',L'I~ tl' ru:. ,.,_..IA.hl[ 

/',.JAC/vr ; i r i: £I've£ 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? 

i.VC.f'!&,,e__, A"" • .Y' ~f' ,,1·~- .;c,-. 6'( /J"'r/1.<' H/1 'ELf /7-

1 0) Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? 

11) Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge? 
;:_~;tt .t.<.. l. /' •,er ,.,..,,..,.,. t.NrfJt~~" IJ.· ""'"!' ts.: ,,., .. .J,_,~.-,.-.,~r.:r;r ,-c r-'~ti."'C:, 

t-t~~> ... r"-:'1'1 .... ~.-"; , -£<- r ....,~ 

12) What is your overall impression of the safety edge? 
Ott>£,. ~·v t /}>£. <'~. 1., ,;r,,t.t,, ,. • ., "'rr ~'""£"' c.d- cr AI." ·$v/1L 1 .- ·11111"\ r '-' /1 

wc~r,_ ,>"lftt£ P,;:_J,GN t'E,. ·~·><=: !() ,.,.;,?.£.•,15" .l/'"e.- f 

13) Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on future 
projects? q~,.•.,.p ,,.,_~,·I'E tJP",ttt!c .hv .... ~,.e· cot' J/1i"&ry;;.r<.J: ~~~"' "'C-&i:.~.,_. 

14) What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be looking 
for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature? 
-""K~ l"v4 1!/\'.'•'v'' rl"'TI'tttlit.. ,.; v~•r,v.., ,-~: ~/1£ ~/'l'~rt"tiP(.,/! co,>,,ur •·•• /'-' ••• 
<-<1 "'1'- l!.r~,_r /"-;,__,_ ,.v /IIJC ~,c_,;ry /!/vi£ 

15) What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature? 
{t)f".<: l'~~<tl' u '/ir~~·/Ec' :J;J>.& a•£J:-'£ 1"-)i<~;:l' £_,,., . ._,,; Y11?r~~'"' r~ 'ir.:.c o_.c..r.xl!.&.,. -:; f',-4 U• .. : 
_ L)} t::_./<.£ rJ'/(E~ /', ~ ,,., ..<t,, t·•v C~-._ VI.,.. v 

16) Measure the safety edge slope (rise & run) before and after the roller operation in 
accordance with the FHWA recommendations 
r~J 

17) Request nuclear density test results at the normal locations in the driving lane, at the 
outer most edge of the paved surface, and on the sloped safety edge surface 

¥() r .l'~tr,;r '"tfi.-- ~IV .. ,__£. r~ 'I'J'-f' _,'/'rt:-7 ." r-.f'vr ..)''C./"IIie 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project I.D. #_______1491-11-71_ USH 141_____ 

Project Engineer____Ryan Erkkila_______  

Company____Coleman Engineering Co._________ 

Telephone Number___(906)282-1314______ 

 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that 

had to be corrected during paving operation? 

The device used to create the safety edge didn’t appear to be difficult to take on or off.  

In 10-15 min. tops it could be taken on or off.  If the screed part of the safety edge 

attachment wasn’t warmed up prior to paving, it took a few hundred feet or so for the 

edge to be nice and smooth like mainline but once it was warmed up it created a very 

uniform compact angled surface. 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the 

paving operation/constructability? 

Nothing really major but possibly the following small things: 

The only thing I can think of that could possibly be taken as a negative impact to the 

paving operation is that it’s just another added operation to a list of things the crew 

needs to do. Instead of working with the safety edge equipment maybe his time could 

be better spent tending to the paver. Also the 10-15 min. each time it takes to take the 

equipment on or off can add up given what type of paving they are doing that day. 

3) Is any segregation of bit material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

None that I could see. The safety edge looked the same as the finished surface coming 

out from behind the paver along mainline. 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 

adjustments on the paver? 

None.  All the adjustment, whether it is vertical or a change in angle, was done by the 

safety edge attachment. 
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5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

No noticeable change in the density or consolidation near the edge of the paved lane 

has been observed. 

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge?  

It really seems that the thickness of the asphalt being placed plays a role on how the 

edge holds its shape after being hit by the vibratory rollers.  Because the paver is set up 

in a way to take out shallow dips and rises in the pavement there were areas that ended 

up thinner or thicker resulting in a somewhat inconsistent safety edge. That being said 

they were still able to stay within the angle tolerances that were required. 

The upper lift of asphalt worked out pretty well even though the plan called for a 2” 

surface course and the physical dimension of the angled safety edge equipment was 

approx 2.5” tall.  Because of this the slope had to be laid back so that the safety edge 

equipment didn’t drag in the pulled up shoulder. Laying the angle of the safety edge 

back worked out ok because after it was rolled out it steepened up the slope and put it 

within tolerance. Given the type of equipment that NEA decided to use, I wouldn’t think 

you could go with much thinner asphalt without being to flat with your safety edge slope. 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? 

HMA E-3 19.0mm and 12.5mm. The mix designs were emailed to Tom prior to paving. 

8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to 

the edge? 

There were no noticeable changes in air voids or density out by the edge. 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? 

The triangular shape created by the safety slope was taken into consideration when 

calculating the yields during construction.  The project ended up going over by approx 

4% but can be attributed to many things including increased side road paving limits, 

plan quantity error, and the safety edge. I would think that the safety edge is negligible 

however. 

10)  Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? 

There were no adverse impacts from the safety edge when placing gravel that I know 

of. 
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11)  Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge?   

The gravel seems to be staying in place but it has only been a couple days since the 

gravel shoulders were completed. 

12)  What is your overall impression of the safety edge?  

It makes for a clean edge that is traversable during construction, prior to the shoulders 

being pulled up, and it also seems to hold the pavement edge better, possibly allowing it 

to be easier to achieve density at the edge of pavement.  I like the idea of doing the 

safety edge but I also think given the large 6 ft. paved shoulders on this job and very 

few horizontal curves, this project could have gotten away with just doing the safety 

edge on the upper lift. 

13)  Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification 

on future projects?  

I would suggest adding something that shows whether or not it should be done full 

depth or maybe just the upper lift.  Possible guidance for this could be based on AADT 

or maybe paved shoulder widths that justify only going with the safety edge on the 

upper lift. 

14)  What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be 

looking for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature?  

Have the roller operator compact along the edge somewhat first in the rolling operation.  

When waiting and doing the last foot or so of the pavement, near the safety edge, the 

safety edge is very likely to lose its shape. 

15)  What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature?  

Maintaining a uniform thickness of asphalt helps with consistency of the safety edge. 

Working with the vibratory rollers to find out what works best when rolling out by the 

edge of asphalt is key to getting a good uniform safety edge.  You also don’t want to get 

on that edge before it cools down enough either. 

Keeping the contractor watching the safety edge and checking back behind the rolling 

operation. 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project LD. # __ 8110-00-73 sn-t 04--s+-. (}o~~ ~o ...... S 
Project Engineer_Jeff Finstad _______ _ 

Company_ Cooper Engineering ____ ________ _ 

Telephone Number_ 715-651-6761 ____ ____ _ 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that had to 
be corrected during paving operation? 
It appeared to be very easy for the contractor to install the saf~ edge device. There 
were no major Issues needing to be corrected during pavin,URolling on 6% shoulder 
slope was adjusted slightly to try to improve the safety edg~ ~~~ ... -+. Q~t~k o"~ 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 
operation/constructablllty? None that I could see. 

3) Is any segregation of bit material created by the use of the safety edge device? 
No. 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 
adjustments on the paver? No. 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? There 
didn't seem to be any compaction problems at the edge of paved shoulder. Density 
tests were satisfactory along shoulder. 
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6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge? There was not very good 
consistency of the safety edge on this project. The contractor felt that the 6% shoulder 
slope made construction of the safety edge more difficult. 

7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? We used an E3 
HMA mixture. Mix design was previously sent. 

8) Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the edge? 

All density test results were satisfactory along edge of shoulder. Lab air void test 
results were all satisfactory during project. 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? I did not notice any 
affect on the project yield. 

1 0) Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? 
No negative impact during the shouldering process. 

11) Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge? 
It may be too early to tell. At completion of the project, all material was still in place. 

12) What is your overall impression of the safety edge? It didn't look the best on this 
project, and wasn't very consistent. The contractor felt that it Is easier to construct on 
a normal 2% slope rather than the 6% asphalt shoulder slope on this project. 

13) Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on future 
projects? Maybe a list of approved safety edge devices could be Included in the 
project special provisions? 
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14) What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be looking 
for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature? Consistency. It may 
have to be inspected frequently. 

15) What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety edge feature? 

Using a proper safety edge device. 
Having the device properly adjusted 
Consistent rolling pattern. 

16) Measure the safety edge slope {rise & run) before and after the roller operation in 
accordance with the FHWA recommendations. In all cases, the angle was much 
steeper after the rolling operation. In some areas they were able to achieve the 29-45 
degree angle, and in others they were either flatter or steeper, usually steeper. Again, 
the safety edge was not very consistent on this project. 

17) Request nuclear density test results at the normal locations in the driving lane, at the 
outer most edge of the paved surface, and on the sloped safety edge surface 

Project nuclear density results are attached. 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Project Engineer 

Project 1.0. # 9~$0...-6!,...-ull~-v 
I 

Project Engineer J,""-" "Pt1t"NI4wJI=! 

Company _ _J::t;+=-...,U/~(,~,....,t.J~~""""=.:~----

Telephone Number "11& ..-p,~~1.--'S 

1) Ease of installation of safety edge device? Was there any start up issues that had to 
be corrected during paving operation? 

~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ .. ". -r~ ~ r~ ~~~~~ 
1~ ~rl7 '1i 1t1vr tllf-1H£:. f'Avlit.-~ 1111/f/J-r vrrlf A-~,.,.~ lit~ 
~wr~ AU- ~HNt....., -rl/£-t~~ '141 fiN£ ~t£ ~~ 

2) Does the use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation/constructability? 

l>t,:trJ •..,- IM-f~ 'rll€ f'I!NIIt!W a'~Nfl1tl> 11/f";u>/. ~ ~ /iilf,le-~tUI 
~ ./IIIW~ ~ Mftftl/t,.q, ~ IArf~ntt!S 1/pp f)ILI"'iM<f<j ~ fJU'rl~ 
~~~~(#IV~ -n /14~ ,,.,.,.. . 

3) Is any segregation of bit. material created by the use of the safety edge device? 

flo, YTILL-If1..Un..TS !'WS""1"t#ct" t/J ~ .flfri (?~ 

4) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed or any other 

adjustments on the paver? 

~fi"''"' /IDdJ1d~s w -r~ ~ ~~~n,_ 

5) Observations on material compacting/consolidation at edge of paved lane? 

!Ht'fljutrv~ --rH£- ~6; ~ H A- tr1"11£ ~ Z:,IE "1i ~IQI 

(J,w(Kf~ w ~ ~ ~ 

6) Consistency of the shape & slope of the safety edge? 

~..- r Btlfc:. tJft{ ~&~ ~~~ -mE- /'II1I£IZ.-
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7) HMA mixture specifications (request copy of asphalt mix design)? 

IAJ~ ~ PU'lflr.IS IAJ PHtt/JWS ~> 

8} Observations of density and air voids of the bituminous material adjacent to the edge? 

~1 ~A)(, ~ ~ l'lf//fwr hit ~~ 

9) Affect of material used for safety edge on project yield? 

~ IN~ tuftYfl"fii tiY /ill'llf:lv(, tvr /IA,;f ~lllilll--1~ 

1 0) Any negative impact from safety edge on placement of gravel shoulder? 

?, wr IH~~Vr ~ ~ *' "fKt:- ~tilln~ 

11) Does gravel shoulder stay in place on top of safety edge? 
~ '7#€.-~ ~16 IN~ 
- ,. ~ #IU "'1lf£ t.-.rf. ~ ~f,lltv~ ~ /1(41thr ~ ~~ 

12} What is your overall impression of the safety edge? 
- "1U£ (n~Uf>-r ~ u~t--E- rr c,np ~nJ Iff If *'~ 1~ 
- fvl..~f~~. ,,.; f~nl /Jtt,l.--llt4f'IIW~ ~IF N4-~ 
13} Any suggestions on what should be included in the safety edge specification on future 

projects?,~ ~S' _. ~FttftW/ IJ/IIt'f ~ ~ t.JtPTf/- K ~,.; 

-~ ~~ ~ ""M'AinWSt.rr .,.._.. ~ ~ we,.,.,.,.; 
14) What would you recommend to future project inspectors that they should be looking 

for when inspecting the installation of the safety edge feature? 
- ~ ~ MlfiflitlflrV~ ~ U1nls--r6iioi'T"e.y 
-~ ..,._~ ~c,e ~ ~ "'#11~1/L -r~,.r /fiiJp ~ ~MIJI-r"$ 

15) What are the three keys to constructing a successful safety ~feature? 
-~e.-~~~~c..e. - ..,~~~~~ 

"~NIUrlinv nJ ~YfU/fit1iNS wrrH-~,__ """~ 
16) Measure the safety edge slope (rise & run) before and after the roller operation in 

accordance with the FHWA recommendations ~-- -~-
~ ..,~ w.n: ~~ tN ~~ -r11 , ~",.,_., ,,,...,. .r ~ ...... s 

17) Request nuclear density test results at the normal locations in the driving lane, at the 
outer most edge of the paved surface, and on the sloped safety edge surface 

~ ~ -rar;""- wru.. NTrr J£-1M1~ 1tt1 -rH£ ~ ~ h~ ~ 

- ~'1 ~,~ ~ ~~ Iff" ~~/INS tiiU "'11115 I'~~ 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2011Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Contractor/Superintendent/Paving Foremen 

  

 Date_9-9-2011__STH 144_____________________ 

 Project I.D. # _4010-05-70__________________ 

 Project Location_Washington County – STH 144 from West Bend to the North 

County Line.______________________________ 

 Prime Contractor  Superwestern_______________ 

 Contractor Superintendent _Tim Yogerst_____________________  

 Paving Foreman _Dan Markelan_______Paving Contractor__Payne and Dolan 

1) Additional project costs considered when bidding the project? 

        None 

2) Length of time needed to install safety edge unit? 

 15 minutes 

 

3) How easy is it to install the safety edge unit? 

Exchange side plates  - 4 bolts 

 

4) Explain where on the paver/how the unit is installed?  What modifications had to 

be made to the paver to accommodate the safety edge? 

        4 bolts on the end gate of the extension. – No modifications 

5) What paver unit/manufacturer is being used on this project? What safety edge 

device is being used on this project?  Blaw-Knox 3200 paver – Carlson Safety 

Edge 

6) Does use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation, handling of the paver, etc.? 

 No 

7) Did you have to make any modifications to the safety edge unit during the 

paving operations? Why? No 

 

8) During the paving operation, where there any situations where the safety edge 

had to be removed or disengaged?   None  
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9) Is any segregation of bituminous material created by the use of the safety edge 

device?   None 

 

 

10)  Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed? 

 

         None 

 

11)  Is it difficult in maintaining the finished shape of the edge? No 

 

12)  Is there any difference in the consolidation of the material in the safety edge? 

 

               No 

13)  Does the safety edge affect the paving production rate? No 

     

14)  Does the installation of the safety edge have an impact on the ride quality? 

 

If the safety edge would hit gravel or base it could possibly have an impact. 

 

15)   Describe the roller operation (compare sections with & without the safety edge) 

              Same the pattern 10” to12”‘ off edge on pass 1. Pass 2 moves over and hits    

     the remaining unrolled pavement. 

 

16)  Describe how the safety edge is installed on thicker overlays. What is the best 

way to construct the safety edge on thicker, multi-lift cross sections (i.e. form the 

safety edge on each lift or pave the 1st lift with a vertical edge and then form the 

safety edge on the 2nd, and 3rd lift, if necessary). 

 Can be used on all lifts. Need to add 5” of width to each lift to get the desired 

 width when finished. Example: 3 lift job. You need to be 12” to 15” wider on 

 bottom lift to support the edge. 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

503.>-o o- ') 

?k~v;/{~ 

Survey Questions for Contractor/Superintendent/Paving Foremen 

Date II- i2 '7 - 1 :::2 

Project 1.0. # 563£- oo -7-< sn~ 80 

Project Location ·tt,.~u-. \~ - l :vt~~{....._ 

Prime Contractor """'"S'"~t'U.£ 

Contractor Superintendent \";.0 "' kr.ct MAc 
\ 

Paving Foreman\c,M. Olsoi\ Paving Contractor T IIU.SJ>OA.. Cu ... rf 

1) Additional project costs considered when bidding the project? . '.,.. .. . _ , L 
v._ "\ ~·"'-4""-<4 O....ou""T 

2) Length of time needed to install safety edge unit? 5' m•"" 

3) How easy is it to install the safety edge unit? -1-...,.. ~ .. \~<; 

4) Explain where on the paver/how the unit is installed? What modifications had to be 
made to the paver to accommodate the safety edge? 12 \' r , -'-

ue. ~ '"" JL" t-~~o...... 

5) What paver unit/manufacturer is being used on this project? What safety edge device 
is being used on this project? c~G..r ~lJ.t rc....J~ 

~f A.t't ~ ~ ""-A.d~ 
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6) Does use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 
operation, handling of the paver, etc. ? ,_ 

7) Did you have to make any modifications to the safety edge unit during the paving 
operations? Why? ..,. 

8) During the paving operation, where there any situations where the safety edge had to 
be removed or disengaged? 'ft.S ~ $"~"-~ b't i.d...,.s...J-~o~C" 

9) Is any segregation of bituminous material created by the use of the safety edge 
device? r\1:) 

1 0) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed? 
r\o 

11) Is it difficult in maintaining the finished shape of the edge? r-o 

12) Is there any difference in the consolidation of the material in the safety edge? 
1\.0 

13) Does the safety edge affect the paving production rate? 
.-u 

14) Does the installation of the safety edge have an impact on the ride quality? 
ll.o 

15) Describe the roller operation (compare sections with & without the safety edge) 

(\.~"''-·-"· ..... r c.k'""f .. $ 
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16)Describe how the safety edge is installed on thicker overlays. What is the best way to 
construct the safety edge on thicker, multi-lift cross sections (i.e. form the safety edge 
on each lift or pave the 111 lift with a vertical edge and then form the safety edge on 
the 2nd, and 3rd lift, if necessary) 

I -\'k:.~ I~~ \ :Qir \.oo)oi)\.Q.. lclt....l. .... ~ ....,;~ 0... \J~,c.J. ~<... 

:::s:: ~~o...~.J,... ...... \'t s ... ...ta. .. ~ \:~~ ....... \.0. ..... ~ ~.e ...... .~c't A.A~ 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Contractor/SuperintendenUPaving Foremen 

Date 9 / 10/ 12 

Project I.D. # --=5:.::9.::2.::fW0-6-=-=...::...:..1 ___ _ 

Project Location STH 92 ML Horeb - ML Vemon 

Prime Contractor Payne & Dolan, Inc. 

Contractor Superintendent -=-Bu::..:d:...;S:..:Ie=beck==e;....r ____ _ 

Paving Foreman Pete Garcia Paving Contractor Payne & Dolan, Inc. 

1) Additional project costs considered when bidding the project? 

Decreased TPH (tons per hour) to Pll"'nl production by 2"' -

2) Length of time needed to install safety edge unit? 

30 minutes per side. 

3) How easy is it to install the safety edge unit? 

Moderate dimculty - 4 bolb per side. 

4) Explain where on the paver/how the unit is installed? What modifications had to be 
made to the paver to accommodate the safety edge? 

Unit replaces side plate ~wnln& 4 bolb .u~d nlinstallln& unit 

Chan&e side plate on (la\'er side (outside ecl&e ) . 

5) What paver uniUmanufacturer is being used on this project? What safety edge device 
is being used on this project? 

Blawt.nox - carlson 
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6) Does use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 
operation, handling of the paver, etc. ? 

1\io 

7) Did you have to make any modifications to the safety edge unit during the paving 
operations? Why? 

Kept th le.ad ,. h · · to Increase preasure on side plate to help edlle to ket!p IU lhaoo (aqle). 

8) During the paving operation, where there any situations where the safety edge had to 
be removed or disengaged? 
Un11Uadju 0 you need a .-ertlcal ~~~ (llllrh1lway&, Intersections, tapers, etc.). 

9) Is any segregation of bituminous material created by the use of the safety edge 
device? 

1 0) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed? 

No 

11) Is it difficult in maintaining the finished shape of the edge? 
\' hardtok p 

12) Is there any difference in the consolidation of the material in the safety edge? 
1\io 

13) Does the safety edge affect the paving production rate? 

No 

14) Does the installation of the safety edge have an impact on the ride quality? 

No 

15) Describe the roller operation (compare sections with & without the safety edge) 

When roWnll on au""' el • ly 01 k: w •r lift. 
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16)Describe how the safety edge is installed on thicker overlays. What is the best way to 
construct the safety edge on thicker, multi-lift cross sections (i.e. form the safety edge 
on each lift or pave the 151 lift with a vertical edge and then form the safety edge on 
the 2nd, and 3rd lift, if necessary) 

If you use lite safety ed&e It llhould be on the top lift or two (2) lifts not the llottom. but you ha\'e to 

make sure the llottom lift Ia beyond 8" ~tiller than what the finish Is to be. 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Contractor/Superintendent/Paving Foremen 

Date November 26. 2012 

Project I.D. # 6991-00-73 

Project Location Hwy 54 Waupaca County 

Prime Contractor B.R. Amon & Sons, Inc. 

Contractor Superintendent Ron Peterson 

Paving Foreman Phil Walbrant Paving Contractor B.R. Amon & Sons, Inc. 

1) Additional project costs considered when bidding the project? 

Minimal 

2) Length of time needed to install safety edge unit? 

15 to 30 minutes 

3) How easy is it to install the safety edge unit? 

Fairly easy. 

4) Explain where on the paver/how the unit is installed? What modifications had to be 
made to the paver to accommodate the safety edge? 

Attached to the screed wtth a couple of bolts 

5) What paver unit/manufacturer is being used on this project? What safety edge device 
is being used on this project? 

CAT paver Trans Tech. 
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6) Does use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 
operation, handling of the paver, etc. ? 

Yes, the criteria for acceptance and inspection of the edge created difficulties. Had to make 

adjustments on the fly. There was extra labor involved. Had to remove edger at intersections. 

7) Did you have to make any modifications to the safety edge unit during the paving 
operations? Why? 

No modifications -- however constant adjustments. 

8) During the paving operation, where there any situations where the safety edge had to 
be removed or disengaged? 
Yes, at intersections and passing lanes. 

9) Is any segregation of bituminous material created by the use of the safety edge 
device? 

No. 

1 0) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed? 

Yes. 

11) Is it difficult in maintaining the finished shape of the edge? 

Yes. 

12) Is there any difference in the consolidation of the material in the safety edge? 

Difficult to tell , but not noticeable. 

13) Does the safety edge affect the paving production rate? 
Yes. 

14) Does the installation of the safety edge have an impact on the ride quality? 

Not that we could tell. 

15) Describe the roller operation (compare sections with & without the safety edge) 
We did not change roller patterns, continued to maintain density and ride. 
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16)Describe how the safety edge is installed on thicker overlays. What is the best way to 
construct the safety edge on thicker, multi-lift cross sections (i.e. form the safety edge 
on each lift or pave the 1st lift with a vertical edge and then form the safety edge on 
the 2nd, and 3rd lift, if necessary) 

There IS not enough vanability 1n the dev1ce to make major changes to it 

The yield increases, because you are using more material, with the edge 
it becomes more more difficult to track yield. 

They claim that the cost is mmimal, but I do not believe that they are taking into 

consideration the extra material necessary to built the bottom lifts to get the 

top width correct. 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Contractor/Superintendent/Paving Foremen 

Date 9 /; '1 ;/?. 
I I 

Projecti.D. # ;'//CJ/·1/- /1 

Project Location t).s.;J ) 'II cr!l.i - {] r II L 

Prime Contractor M~t ~ .:Z:/U:... , 

Contractor Superintendent J& f' j?:.reM~/2. 

Paving Foreman ;[ole £ ,..!1-iuf.ec:. Paving Contractor 4t/k&T ~ ~. 

1) Additional project costs considered when bidding the project? 

Utv t. J ...<A:> eo s 7 eJ, 11-IVJ t. 19U t:A....J 

2) Length of time needed to install safety edge unit? 

1.4tt . r=;, ,(.. 3rYl&.~ 

3) How easy is it to install the safety edge unit? 

0~--t.e... jJRV€..A..J /~ se:r...p f'o .t. t'r p oT{,_:) 

4) Explain where on the paver/how the unit is installed? What modifications had to be 
made to the paver to accommodate the safety edge? 

tue... f?.e mtJtJt.. ~ s·;o.t piPe$ l b!T rm. ~ 6f"tJe. lf~ wl~ ~ 
.StlfrJ(f-~!fe. lf:fl~ "1; "fiL JUe.t.v s/t1.! fMir~ 
~ M/11JrJ(-~~ ~ 5.4-F"JJ_6)Je.. ,.,..~~c...TV~ ff-1-e.. ~ .r~ 
5) What paver unit/manufactur~:~• is being used on this project? What safety edge device 

is being used on this project? 

()f) /vo p /-Ueu 0/,_{l ~ e l4¢.-ls;o tU r;qte-~ 

C~'t~-tSotJ ~,+r'~ 6.)3 ~ 
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6) Does use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 
operation, handling of the paver, etc. ? 

tf.)oT -rB.a we.. h ,..oe_ voTfc..e. 2:1 

7) Did you have to make any modifications to the safety edge unit during the paving 
operations? Vlfhy? 

;f;.s r p-~ ~~ ' J£-f ~ 1!-otU-e...:r r/~ k. 

8) During the paving operation, where there any situations where the safety edge had to 
be removed or disengaged? tf €:-_s 

'iue rv /...tt fJ ~ s 
9) Is any segregation of bituminous material created by the use of the safety edge 

device? , 1 . f) - '"'\ 
/VO T ntff U)£, Pr> l'r'ce..e.J 

1 0) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed? 

l()o 

11) Is it difficult in maintaining the finished shape of the edge? 

/Jo 

12) Is there any difference in the consolidation of the material in the safety edge? 

Somt. ukif , ,<.Pc,-refl-'0 '-'j J.. '7i 
C..te.!41£.. If. pftDHe. I'V\ . 

13) Does the safety edge affect the paving production rate? 

fl)o 

14) Does the installation of the safety edge have an impact on the ride quality? 

;Vo 

15) Describe the roller operation (compare sections with & without the safety edge) 

G.Jt:. n;c...:J f;e..t!-p /rd- foj/e...v !2. r t A-W"ct--

H: 0 W\. €, :;3 t 0 yJ Y-R. e.. li="t'u I I~ ~ c.} T r-l> v~J r'r 
0~ T b~f 7D tUDtfi;/ 

p., o 1 /l f<-j p n-rr (/1._1(..:1 , k c: e.p ~v;; t-orr~ /,..,_, T e ~ J 0 

10 t.,..Q_ h',l.S T f)(-# 
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16) Describe how the safety edge is installed on thicker overlays. What is the best way to 
construct the safety edge on thicker, multi-lift cross sections (i.e. fonn the safety edge 
on each lift or pave the 111 lift with a vertical edge and then fonn the safety edge on 
the 2nd, and 3rd lift, if necessary) 

OJ-' t-R,'s ptos~ (J.)t- {,usr~ ~ ~~~ &)JE-

() v oofR IV Fls-

-z." 
.... z;--~::-.... )~J.=-=rt=-· r __ '<~ , ,. 
/iPt.iFr ~"' Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 

FvTUILL f'-OJ~ w l~ 

~ tY I !Jp h.. f,'Ft~ ;r woe/( J ;._ 7 cJ ~~ ~ sHF4 

.&J) fJ!. .rn ~ F"ifA-.r r /.._; F T / I 'w,_s T £d rr ;1-J fJ Jr tf-bf , 
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WisOOT 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Contractor/Superintendent/Paving Foremen 

Date 10/3/12 

Project I.D. # 8110-Q0-73 

Project Location STH 64 USH 63 N - ECL 

Prime Contractor Monarch Pavina Company 

Contractor Superintendent _uN.)<.ei"-1 .!::::B.ld;ak!l!k,.e:..._ _______ _ 

Paving Foreman I RodriQuez Paving Contractor Monarch Payjng Co 

1) Additional project costs considered when bidding the project? 

Negligible 

2) Length of time needed to install safety edge unit? 

5 minutes 

3) How easy is it to install the safety edge unit? 

Rather easy 

4) Explain where on the paver/how the unit is installed? What modifications had to be 
made to the paver to accommodate the safety edge? 

Safety edge unit is clamped to the gate. No modifications of paver we necessary. 

5) What paver unit/manufacturer is being used on this project? What safety edge device 

is being used on this project? 

Cedar Rapids w/ Stretch 20 screed 

\~ .. ~ '"ft,l ~ ... 4!~t ~ 
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6) Does use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation, handling of the paver, etc. ? 

no 

7) Did you have to make any modifications to the safety edge unit during the paving 

operations? Why? 

No 

8) During the paving operation, where there any situations where the safety edge had to 

be removed or disengaged? 

No 

9) Is any segregation of bituminous material created by the use of the safety edge 
device? 

no 

1 0) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed? 

no 

11) Is it difficult in maintaining the finished shape of the edge? 

Yes, This project called for a 6% shoulder slope. 

12) Is there any difference In the consolidation of the material in the safety edge? 

No 

13) Does the safety edge affect the paving production rate? 

No 

14) Does the installation of the safety edge have an impact on the ride quality? 

No 

15) Describe the roller operation (compare sections with & without the safety edge) 
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We used a smaller roller on shoulder to lock material in place in conjunction 
with 6% shoulder slope. 

16)Describe how the safety edge is installed on thicker overlays. What is the best way to 
construct the safety edge on thicker, multi-lift cross sections (i.e. form the safety edge 

on each lift or pave the 1st lift with a vertical edge and then form the safety edge on 

the 2nd, and 3rd lift, if necessary) 

We used a vertical edge on the first 1 %" lift then the safty edge on the 1 %" surface. 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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WisDOT 2012 Safety 'Edge Projects 

Survey Questions for Contractor/Superintendent/Paving Foremen 

Date I D - ~- / 2 

Project I.D. # 

Project Location,--::'::!>'3-/ -''i'--.!...1 7..:....:-o'-=----:-----

Vv"'"'- 0:.u."'-~ 

Prime Contractor /f1ow,..,., H 

Contractor Superintendent AJ,t?k b e 

Paving Foreman ~"' f'tt#q[ Paving Contractor /f1M M-ut 

1) Additional project costs considered when bidding the project? 

J+JJ;I},,M cfl.ew -r;,., £ f ll.:l'u.U!:,., ~.Aff { .. ; TJ 

2) Length of time needed to install safety edge unit? 

I 
~- \ hR 

3) How easy is it to install the safety edge unit? 

4) Explain where on the paver/how the unit is installed? What modifications had to be 
made to the paver to accommodate the safety edge? 

<1) 1"\<>v<.J+- -ed 11'1 +~ c. r vif o+ ~ •..,titNSJo,.J 

5) What paver unit/manufacturer is being used on this project? What safety edge device 
is being used on this project? 

j'"IVQct. - C *;) ... ._ ~"-f ,.}S 
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6) Does use of the safety edge device create any negative impact on the paving 

operation, handling of the paver, etc. ? 

No 

7) Did you have to make any modifications to the safety edge unit during the paving 

operations? Why? 

No 

8) During the paving operation, where there any situations where the safety edge had to 
be removed or disengaged? 

9) Is any segregation of bituminous material created by the use of the safety edge 
device? 

1 0) Does use of the device require vertical adjustment of the screed? 

11) Is it difficult in maintaining the finished shape of the edge? 

12) Is there any difference in the consolidation of the material in the safety edge? 

N., 

13) Does the safety edge affect the paving production rate? 

N.. 

14) Does the installation of the safety edge have an impact on the ride quality? 

No- IA-"t-e> ...,-..,., ,..AT '•n 7"1-(t# AAIO s""'"'Y lri>4& Bo7T<>..,I o._.-r: 
15) Describe the roller operation (compare sections with & without the safety edge) 
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16)Describe how the safety edge is installed on thicker overlays What is the best way to 

construct the safety edge on thicker, multi-lift cross sections (i.e. form the safety edge 
on each lift or pave the 111 lift with a vertical edge and then form the safety edge on 
the 2nd, and 3rd lift, if necessary) 

\J'JL to>l ST lht<-,- oN € )II.(.~ L.IF-T :!D W 10 """' 1'..,./( u.f ~ 
~f'.4v~'- sL...., .. IJctr b(...(.\~e- T\.\e- NE'"lt'l Ll~ 

Us11'l<. TI-l€ 514-Pe'ty t:P'-tr J4PI~I2. -rile r1~$..,. l.JPr ( ... . '2~/"!'...iL•iJ 
leMe.J 1'1 !;,.,..•oT#eiZ ,.,.,.pc <Af<)tl=-ofl.m EO~:>& 

Tom Martinelli 

June 30, 2012 
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APPENDIX C 

Representatives for 2012 Safety Edge Projects 

 

STH 11-Jacob Rosebeck, Project Engineer 

            WisDOT SE Region  

            Waukesha, WI 

 

STH 36-Keith Martin, Project Engineer 

              WisDOT SE Region 

               Waukesha, WI 

 

STH 144-Rick Nelson, Project Engineer 

                S.E.E.H.   

                Milwaukee, WI 

 

STH  80-Ralph Leigel, Project Engineer 

               Jewell Associates Engineers 

               Spring Green, WI 

 

STH  92-Ken Plowman, Project Engineer 

               Fehr-Graham & Associates 

               Monroe, WI 

 

STH 22-Josh Behnke, Project Engineer 

              WisDOT NE Region  

              Green Bay, WI 

 

USH 141-Ryan Erkkila, Project Engineer 

                 Coleman Engineering 

                 Iron Mountain, MI 

 

USH 45-Bill Groskeef, Project Engineer 

              WisDOT NC Region 

              Rhinelander, WI 

 

STH 47-Nancy Roberts, Project Manager 

              U.P. Engineers & Architects 

              Iron Mountain, MI 
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STH 54-Todd Laske, Project Engineer 

              AECOM 

               Stevens Point, WI 

 

STH 64-Jeff Finstad-Project Engineer 

              Cooper Engineering 

               Rice Lake, WI 

 

STH 170-Jim Dzienkowski, Project Engineer 

                KL Engineering 

                Menominee, WI 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Photos of Safety Edge Unit, Paving Operations, and In place Safety Edge Feature 

 

 
 

Carlson “Safety Edge End Gate” Used on STH 36 Project  
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Trans-Tech “Shoulder Edge Maker” Used on STH 64 Project 

 
 

Safety Edge Feature Shown Behind Paver, STH 92 Project 
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Safety Edge Feature After Roller Operation, USH 141 Project 
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APPENDIX E 

 

2012 Photos of 2010 & 2011 Safety Edge Projects 

 

 
 

Exposed Safety Edge Slope and Gravel Shoulder with ¾” Drop Off at 

STH 47 Safety Edge Project Paved in 2010  

 

 
 

Exposed Safety Edge Slope and Gravel Shoulder with 1 ¼” Drop Off at 

STH 55 Safety Edge Project Paved in 2010 
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Exposed Safety Edge Slope with 1 ¼ “ Drop Off at 

STH 69 Safety Edge Project Paved in 2011 

 

 

  
Exposed Safety Edge Slope with 1” Drop Off at 

STH 42 Safety Edge Project Paved in 2011 
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APPENDIX F 

Safety Edge Angle Verification Chart 

 

 

 

 




